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Abstract

Equitable water allocation in real-world irrigation systems is hampered by supply fluctuations, posing a significant challenge

to the goal of promoting fairness among consumers. In this paper, we concern ourselves with the limits of equity achievable

for any water allocation scheme across the entire spectrum of water supply conditions. In the process, we develop a typology

of canonical water allocation mechanisms that categorizes mechanisms w.r.t. the distribution of fulfilled demand across the

users. Adopting specific notions of supply reliability and distribution equity, we derive the theoretical performance limits for

all canonical mechanisms and extend the analysis to arbitrary allocation mechanisms. We show that for any value of supply

reliability, the best possible equity is realized by mechanisms that uniformly distribute water among users, whereas the worst

possible equity is associated with mechanisms that prioritize the demand of some users before allocating water to others. We

also show that any intermediate equity level can be realized by adjusting the initial entitlements prior to allocating water

to fulfill demands, in an approach we categorize as hybrid allocation. We parameterize the performance boundaries for such

allocation schemes based on the fraction of supply allocated to initial entitlements. We discuss how this parameter can serve as

a policy tool to balance the goals of equitable water access with other system-level objectives. In the end, we complement the

analytical results with numerical simulations of a selected agricultural district from a real-world irrigation system and speculate

about the application of our study to large-scale hierarchical systems.
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Abstract15

Equitable water allocation in real-world irrigation systems is hampered by supply fluc-16

tuations, posing a significant challenge to the goal of promoting fairness among consumers.17

In this paper, we concern ourselves with the limits of equity achievable for any water al-18

location scheme across the entire spectrum of water supply conditions. In the process,19

we develop a typology of canonical water allocation mechanisms that categorizes mech-20

anisms w.r.t. the distribution of fulfilled demand across the users. Adopting specific no-21

tions of supply reliability and distribution equity, we derive the theoretical performance22

limits for all canonical mechanisms and extend the analysis to arbitrary allocation mech-23

anisms. We show that for any value of supply reliability, the best possible equity is re-24

alized by mechanisms that uniformly distribute water among users, whereas the worst25

possible equity is associated with mechanisms that prioritize the demand of some users26

before allocating water to others. We also show that any intermediate equity level can27

be realized by adjusting the initial entitlements prior to allocating water to fulfill demands,28

in an approach we categorize as hybrid allocation. We parameterize the performance bound-29

aries for such allocation schemes based on the fraction of supply allocated to initial en-30

titlements. We discuss how this parameter can serve as a policy tool to balance the goals31

of equitable water access with other system-level objectives. In the end, we complement32

the analytical results with numerical simulations of a selected agricultural district from33

a real-world irrigation system and speculate about the application of our study to large-34

scale hierarchical systems.35

1 Introduction36

Inadequate water management is recognized as a primary instigator of water scarcity,37

among other factors such as population growth, rapid industrialization, economic growth,38

and environmental pollution, to name a few (Dolan et al., 2021). Water scarcity is pro-39

jected to increase even further in the future due to climate change effects (UN, 2018).40

There is also increasing evidence that these effects do not impact all sections of society41

in the same manner, with marginalized and poor communities being disproportionately42

affected by water scarcity (Organization et al., 2019; He et al., 2021). Therefore, ade-43

quate management approaches that effectively deal with water shortages are not only44

critical for supporting resource conservation efforts but also for protecting vulnerable seg-45

ments of society and upholding social justice and equity in the consuming population.46

Reducing water demand through an increase in consumption efficiency is often seen47

as an appealing solution to deal with water shortages (Hatfield & Dold, 2019; Ward &48

Pulido-Velazquez, 2008). Agriculture, being the largest consumer of freshwater has been49

the primary target of such interventions. These interventions however are observed to50

fall victim to various externalities and rebound effects, whereby water demand adjusts51

in a manner that offsets the original decrease in consumption (Grafton et al., 2018). More-52

over, efficient consumption technologies alone are also inadequate in compensating for53

supply fluctuations driven by climate change-induced environmental shocks. Since these54

technologies remain largely inaccessible to vulnerable segments of society, especially in55

developing countries (Deichmann et al., 2016), the disparity in climate risk exposure be-56

comes even more pronounced. Therefore, despite remarkable progress in water-use ef-57

ficiency, there is a distinct need to devise specific approaches to promote a fair sharing58

of such risks among the consuming population. Among such approaches, water alloca-59

tion mechanisms may ensure a fair distribution of risk by implementing systematic pro-60

cedures that prioritize equitable access to water resources among different users (Hassan61

et al., 2023). In this paper, we explore the potential boundaries of allocation mechanisms62

in achieving both equitable water access and other system-level targets of interest.63

Water allocation mechanisms form an integral part of agricultural activity, and are64

often designed to support key economic objectives (Liang et al., 2020). These objectives65
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may include maximization of agricultural yield, resource conservation, satisfaction of de-66

mand, and cost minimization (Dinar et al., 1997; Speed et al., 2013). Many allocation67

mechanisms prioritize consumers in accordance with these objectives and allocate wa-68

ter to them in order of their priority (Li et al., 2020; Hassan et al., 2021). In some other69

systems, these priorities may be fixed beforehand on the basis of seniority, birthright,70

or other historical claims (Ali Shah et al., 2022). Many allocation schemes currently prac-71

ticed in large-scale irrigation systems, prioritize users according to these, or related cri-72

teria (we discuss some representative systems in the following sections). However, mul-73

tiple studies report instances where allocation systems designed for maximizing economic74

performance fail to ensure fairness and equity in water distribution (Bell et al., 2015; Muham-75

mad et al., 2016). This failure arises from the fact that while optimizing their prescribed76

objectives, these systems inadvertently neglect the distributional impacts on marginal-77

ized or disadvantaged segments of society. In such systems, the very criteria that enhance78

productivity and economic output undermine considerations of social justice and fair-79

ness. Hence, even within allocation mechanisms, tension persists between the objectives80

of maximizing productivity and promoting social justice. While legacy allocation mech-81

anisms from the age of the Industrial Revolution (such as those practiced in many large-82

scale irrigation systems), are designed for equity, they are dominantly supply-based, with-83

out the flexibility to adjust allocation during run-time to enhance the productivity of wa-84

ter that is already scarce to begin with (Anwar et al., 2016). Therefore, there is a need85

to explicitly incorporate equity-based design within priority-based allocation frameworks86

to balance productivity and equity goals. Hybrid allocation schemes like these are cur-87

rently operational in various real-world irrigation systems, and specific examples are elab-88

orated upon in the subsequent sections.89

In this paper, we concern ourselves with the limits of equity that can be achieved90

across an extensive spectrum of water allocation schemes. As mentioned previously, these91

limits are sensitive to the availability of water at each particular time. In practice, var-92

ious methods of assessing equity are employed such as the coefficient of variation (Siddiqi93

et al., 2018; D. J. Molden & Gates, 1990), the Gini coefficient (Anwar & Ul Haq, 2013),94

and other statistical measures that report the variation of a distribution. However, less95

thought is given to the limits of performance that can be obtained w.r.t. these statis-96

tical metrics and the entire range of the metrics is often assumed to be in play. Here,97

we assert that the performance space of any allocation mechanism is fundamentally con-98

strained by limits inherent to the mechanism itself. These limits, if understood correctly,99

can provide valuable insights into the potential of the individual mechanisms to achieve100

equitable distribution and perform well w.r.t. measures related to fair resource alloca-101

tion. Furthermore, if the sensitivity of these performance limits to variability in the re-102

source supply is quantified beforehand, it can help predict the performance of the allo-103

cation mechanism when subjected to climate shocks and other perturbations to prevail-104

ing environmental conditions. Thus, the evaluation of any allocation mechanism should105

not be restricted to single measures of equity alone, but must also be coupled with mea-106

sures of reliability in supply.107

In what follows, we conduct a novel analysis of the performance limits of water al-108

location mechanisms in a coupled equity-reliability space. We begin by introducing a ty-109

pology of canonical water allocation mechanisms that categorize all possible mechanisms110

w.r.t. the resulting distribution of demand fulfillment among individual consumers. Uni-111

form distribution, resulting from equity-inspired allocation schemes lies at one end of the112

spectrum, whereas prioritized distribution, resulting from efficiency-inspired allocation113

schemes lies at the other end. Hybrid mechanisms that combine aspects of both uniform114

and priority-based mechanisms lie in between. After defining system-level metrics of sup-115

ply reliability, and distribution equity, we rigorously derive the theoretical performance116

limits of all canonical allocation mechanisms w.r.t. these metrics. We discuss the equity-117

reliability space in detail and comment on feasible operating regions within this space.118

We see that for the entire range of supply reliability, the best performance w.r.t. equity119
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is obtained when allocation is purely uniform, whereas the worst performance is obtained120

when allocation is purely priority-based. Any operating point in-between may be real-121

ized by varying the proportion of initial entitlements in a hybrid allocation scheme. The122

theoretical results are complemented by numerical simulations of a selected agricultural123

district in the Central Punjab region of Pakistan. In the end, we speculate about the ap-124

plication of this study to large-scale irrigation systems of hierarchical structure where125

satisfactory performance must be obtained at multiple levels within the hierarchy. We126

conclude with a discussion of limitations and directions for future research.127

2 Water allocation mechanisms128

Here, we characterize allocation mechanisms based on the adequacy distribution129

of individual users. Adequacy is the widely used metric for performance evaluation of130

irrigation water allocations (Kharrou et al., 2013; D. J. Molden & Gates, 1990). It is de-131

fined as the fraction of water demand that is fulfilled. We categorize the widely used wa-132

ter allocation mechanisms into three canonical types: priority-based allocation, uniform133

allocation, and hybrid allocation. Priority-based and uniform allocation can be viewed134

as special cases of hybrid allocation. The canonical types of water allocation mechanisms,135

their adequacy distributions, and real-world examples of countries where these canon-136

ical allocation mechanisms are applied at different locations and sectors are described137

in Table 1. It is important to note that these canonical allocation types do not cover the138

entire range of possible allocation mechanisms. Therefore, we separately define the ar-139

bitrary allocation mechanism with any possible adequacy distribution. Below, we describe140

the types of water allocation mechanisms in detail.141

2.1 Priority-based allocation142

In such type of allocation mechanisms, some users are prioritized over others. In143

priority-based allocation, some users receive water exactly equal to their demand, one144

user’s demand is partially fulfilled and remaining users receive no water at all. The wa-145

ter allocation principle of “first in time, first in right” used in Western United States is146

one example of the priority-based allocation (Savenije & Van der Zaag, 2000). Many demand-147

based allocation mechanisms fall into the category of priority-based allocation. These148

demand-based allocation mechanisms prioritize users according to their water demand.149

For example, in a demand-based allocation mechanism described by Hassan et al. (2021),150

users bid for water by providing information of water demand and willingness to pay the151

water authority. Next, the water authority arranges the competing users’ bids so that152

users with the highest bid receive water with the first preference and so on. The scale153

of such allocation mechanisms remains low due to lack of demand information availabil-154

ity (Nakasone & Torero, 2016). Various regions in different other countries use priority-155

based allocation mechanisms to fulfill demand of users e.g., Kazakhstan (Karatayev et156

al., 2017), Iran (RazaviToosi & Samani, 2019), and Australia (Gómez-Limón et al., 2020).157

2.2 Uniform allocation158

In this type of allocation, adequacy level of all users is same. One example of uni-159

form allocation is supply-based allocation. Supply-based allocation mechanisms do not160

take into account the actual water demand of the users. Water delivered in excess of the161

demand is usually wasted in the form of run-off. Similarly, any deficit in supply is borne162

by the crop as water stress. Suppose the irrigation delivery schedule determined by the163

authority does not align with a farmer’s crop water requirements. In that case, the farmer164

either has to invest in an expensive alternative such as pumped groundwater or face a165

low yield. For example, in Indus basin irrigation system, water is allocated at the farm166

level using a supply-based fixed rotational schedule scheme, known as warabandi, insti-167

tutionalized under British colonial rule (Anwar & Ahmad, 2020). Under this supply-based168
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Table 1. The types of canonical water allocation mechanisms, their adequacy distributions,

and real-world examples of countries where allocation mechanisms are applied at different loca-

tions and sectors.

Allocation Mechanism
Types

Adequacy distributions Real-world examples

Priority based
allocation: In this type
of mechanism some users
are prioritise over others,
e.g., the western United
States water allocation

principle of “first in time,
first in right” (Bruns et

al., 2005).

Western United States
(Savenije & Van der
Zaag, 2000), Kazakhstan
(Karatayev et al., 2017),
Iran (RazaviToosi &
Samani, 2019), and Aus-
tralia (Gómez-Limón et
al., 2020).

Uniform allocation: In
this type of allocation,
the adequacy level of
all users is same, e.g.,
In Pakistan, a round-
robin mechanism is being
used to distribute equal
amount of water among
users (Ali Shah et al.,
2022).

Pakistan (Hassan et al.,
2021), India (Khepar
et al., 2000), Nether-
lands, and Europe
(M. Van Rijswick et al.,
2012; H. Van Rijswick,
2015).

Hybrid allocation
(Priority-based al-
location with water
rights): In this type of
distribution, all users
receive a base amount
of water and some users
receive additional water
depending upon their
demand, e.g., water en-
titlements in most of the
water markets provide
base amount of water to
users (Bajaj et al., 2022)

Chile (Donoso et
al., 2021), Australia
(Ann Wheeler & Garrick,
2020), and California,
United State (Arellano-
Gonzalez et al., 2021).
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scheme, during a rotation cycle, each user receives a fixed amount of water in fixed turns169

depending upon her farm land size (Ireson, 2019). This is in contrast to demand-based170

water allocation schemes, where the water received by farmers depends upon their de-171

mand (Xiao et al., 2016). Various regions and countries in the world use supply side wa-172

ter allocation mechanisms to ensure equitable supply of water amoung users, e.g., Pak-173

istan, Mexico, India, Netherlands, Europe, Chile, and Australia (Hassan et al., 2021; Khepar174

et al., 2000; Delorit et al., 2019; Gleick, 2003; M. Van Rijswick et al., 2012; H. Van Ri-175

jswick, 2015).176

2.3 Hybrid allocation177

In such type of distributions, all users receive a base amount of water equivalent178

to their entitlement or water right, and some users receive additional water depending179

on their demand using priority-based allocation approach. For example, in water mar-180

kets, water entitlements or initial water rights provide a base amount of water to users181

and users with high water demand buy additional water (Bajaj et al., 2022). Hybrid al-182

location mechanisms are commonly implemented in two ways. In one case, all users first183

receive their entitled water then additional water is allocated to certain priority users.184

The prioritized users are defined based on their socio-economic vulnerability or other sim-185

ilar factors. In second case, demand fulfilment of prioritized users is ensured first. The186

remaining water is then distributed equally among the other users (Wheeler, 2014). Hy-187

brid allocations have recently gained popularity in many regions of the world, e.g., Cal-188

ifornia, United States (Arellano-Gonzalez et al., 2021), Australia (Ann Wheeler & Gar-189

rick, 2020), and Chile (Donoso et al., 2021).190

2.4 Arbitrary allocation191

In arbitrary allocation, we consider the possibility that the canonical allocation mech-192

anisms may not represent all real-world allocation mechanisms. Therefore, we separately193

study mechanisms in which adequacy distributions may take any form and call them ar-194

bitrary allocation mechanisms. These cover the canonical allocation mechanisms and any195

other allocation mechanism.196

The statistics for the allocation distribution arising from the canonical allocation197

mechanisms are more easily analyzed than arbitrary allocation mechanisms. Thus, in198

this paper we first assess the adequacy, reliability and equity of the canonical allocation199

mechanisms. The analysis is then extended towards arbitrary allocation mechanisms.200

3 Metrics for Performance Assessment201

The performance of an allocation scheme can be gauged by how well adequate and202

reliable water supply is provided equitably to users (Fan et al., 2018; D. J. Molden &203

Gates, 1990). In an irrigation system, if farms do not receive adequate water, crops may204

go under stress. Furthermore, the reliable water supply gives farmers the ability to pre-205

dict and plan to obtain maximum agricultural yield. Moreover, a successful irrigation206

system requires fairness among water users (De Loë & Bjornlund, 2008). Thus, measur-207

ing the current performance of allocation mechanisms is necessary, so actions can be taken208

to improve the performance of the allocation mechanism. Performance assessment is re-209

garded as an effective method to reduce the gap between the actual and projected per-210

formance of allocation schemes (Kazbekov et al., 2009).211

For performance assessment, different performance measures are used to analyze212

water allocation schemes. Performance assessment of the water allocation schemes is per-213

formed for various reasons, such as comparing the performance of one allocation mech-214

anism with another (D. Molden et al., 2007; Cordery et al., 2009), evaluating trends of215

the water users (Moreno-Pérez & Roldán-Cañas, 2013), and diagnostic evaluation (Shakir216
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et al., 2010). The performance assessment measures of allocation schemes are classified217

into internal and external assessment measures. Most allocation schemes’ performance218

evaluation research focuses on external assessment indicators, mainly water-use efficiency,219

economic efficiency, environmental footprints, and agricultural yield (Xu et al., 2011; Hol-220

landers et al., 2005). However, few studies have evaluated internal performance assess-221

ment indicators, such as adequacy, reliability, and equity, due to lack of information about222

water demand and supply.223

The performance measures of adequacy, reliability, and equity are considered when224

assessing allocation mechanisms from the water supply and demand management per-225

spective. Adequacy is a measure of supply to demand, one of the main targets of an al-226

location system. Adequacy is used to calculate reliability and equity. Reliability is de-227

fined as the temporal stability of the water supply; it is the degree to which the alloca-228

tion mechanism satisfies the expectations of the users. Equity is the notion of fairness229

among users. Equity and reliability depend on water supply, water management poli-230

cies, legal structure, regulations, and infrastructure for water deliveries (Klümper et al.,231

2017). The definition of sustainable water availability for water users also has an em-232

bedded notion of reliability, and equity (Siddiqi et al., 2018). Reliability and equity vary233

depending on the adequacy distribution encountered as a result of the selected alloca-234

tion mechanism. Thus, in this research, we use adequacy, reliability, and equity to gauge235

the performance of different allocation mechanisms.236

Equity and reliability depend on a number of factors that include surface water sup-237

ply, water entitlements, allocation policy, access and management of infrastructure and238

regulations for water supply (Klümper et al., 2017). Equity in surface water allocation239

is achieved when the amount of water provided to each user is proportional to her wa-240

ter demand. Reliability represents consistency in surface water supply to users. The re-241

liability of surface water supply is very crucial for users like farmers, as it enables them242

to optimally use and predict water availability that can help improve crop production.243

We suppose there are N users in the water allocation and distribution network. A244

single user is denoted by n ∈ {1, 2, 3, ....., N}. A complete cropping season consists of245

a total of K allocation cycles. The kth allocation cycle is ((k−1)T, kT ], where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ......,K}246

and the fixed time interval T denotes the duration between successive water allocation247

decisions.248

3.1 Adequacy249

We define the adequacy αn(k) as a ratio of amount of water received to the wa-
ter demand. The ratio αn(k) for the user n in the kth decision cycle is as follows

αn(k) = min

(
1,

water received

water demand

)
. (1)

The above ratio is such that αn(k) = 0 when no water is received by a user, 0 < αn(k) <250

1 when water received by a user is less than her demand, and αn(k) = 1 when water251

delivered is equivalent to the water demand. If a user receives water greater than her wa-252

ter demand, the extra water received is of no use. Therefore, we assume that the max-253

imum adequacy value is 1. An adequacy distribution α(k) for an allocation cycle is a vec-254

tor of adequacy values for each user in that allocation cycle interval, i.e.,255

α(k) = [α1(k), α2(k), α3(k), ....., αN (k)].256

3.2 Interval reliability257

Interval reliability r(k) is the average water received by all users in the kth deci-
sion cycle. This metric measures the range in which water demands are met for all users
during the kth decision cycle. If the water demand of all N users is fully met during the
kth decision cycle of a cropping season, then r(k) = 1. Interval reliability is calculated
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as follows

r(k) =

∑N
n=1 αn(k)

N
. (2)

The maximum value for interval reliability is attained when all users receive water equal258

to their demand, i.e., α1(k) = α2(k) = α3(k) = ....... = αN (k) = 1. Now, replacing259

these αn(k) values in (2) gives us the value 1 for the interval reliability. It implies that260

interval reliability cannot get value more than 1 when water is being distributed using261

any allocation scheme.262

The minimum value of the interval reliability is achieved when no one receives wa-263

ter, i.e., αn(k) = 0 ∀n. In this case interval reliability would be zero.264

So, the interval reliability always remains in the interval [0, 1]. It implies that the265

interval reliability cannot get value less than zero or greater than 1.266

3.3 Interval Equity267

Interval equity e(k) is the coefficient of variation (Brown, 1998) of adequacy (αn(k))
across the users in a water allocation network during the kth allocation decision cycle.
This concept is derived from the idea that geographical variation in performance can be
used to assess equity (D. J. Molden & Gates, 1990; Kaghazchi et al., 2021). When the
variation across users in a kth decision cycle is low, then interval equity e(k) is low. Wa-
ter allocation is absolutely equitable when e(k) = 0. Interval equity quantifies the vari-
ation in water allocation across different users, and it evaluates whether different users
in a water allocation and distribution network are getting equal water supply or not. For
example, if the water received by all users is 90% of their water demand in a kth deci-
sion cycle, then perfect interval equity is achieved. In contrast, the interval equity value
is higher if half users are receiving 40% of their water demand while the rest are receiv-
ing 80% of their demand. Interval equity is calculated as follows

e(k) =
σ(α(k))

µ(α(k))
, (3)

where µ(α(k)) and σ(α(k)) are the mean and standard deviation respectively and are
defined as follows

µ(α(k)) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

αn(k),

σ(α(k)) =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(αn(k)− µ(αn(k)))2.

(4)

The maximum value for interval equity e(k) is attained when N−1 users have αn(k) =268

0 and only one user has non-zero α value, i.e., αN (k) = a, where 0 < a ≤ 1, (Cox,269

2010). Now, replacing these αn(k) values in (3) give us a maximum interval equity value270

of
√
N . It shows that interval equity cannot get value more than

√
N when water is be-271

ing distributed using the priority based allocation.272

The minimum value of the interval equity is achieved when all users receive same273

amount of water, i.e., αn(k) = a ∀n. In this case µ(αn(k)) = a and σ(αn(k)) = 0274

∀n, therefore interval equity would be zero.275

Therefore, the interval equity always remains in the interval [0,
√
N ], where N is276

the total number of users. It implies that interval equity cannot get a value less than zero277

and greater than
√
N .278
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3.4 Reliability279

Reliability R is define as the mean of interval reliability r(k) across all allocation
cycles. Reliability is calculated as follows

R =

∑K
k=1 r(k)

K
. (5)

The reliability range is same as the interval reliability range [0, 1], since reliability is sim-280

ply the mean of the interval reliability.281

3.5 Equity282

Equity E is defined as the mean of interval equity e(k) across all allocation cycles.
Equity is calculated as follows

E = µ(e(k)) =

∑K
k=1 e(k)

K
. (6)

The equity range is same as interval equity range [0,
√
N ] since equity is simply the mean283

of interval equity.284

3.6 The Equity-Reliability Triangle285

In previous subsections, ranges of the performance metrics are given in general when286

water is allocated to users through any water allocation mechanism. In reality, these met-287

rics are related to each other, i.e., they influence each others ranges. Intuitively, this also288

makes sense, because reliability and equity depend on the same adequacy distributions,289

therefore there exists some co-relation between these two quantities. In next sections,290

we will prove that the equity-reliability space is as shown in Fig. 1 when water is allo-291

cated using any allocation mechanism. The shaded region in Fig. 1 shows the range of292

equity values for each reliability value that is achievable when water is allocated through293

any mechanism.294

In case of water abundance, when all users receive water equal to their demand,295

the perfect equity-reliability point is achieved in the equity-reliability space, i.e., R =296

1 and E = 0, as shown in Fig. 1. Ideally, one wants to operate an allocation mecha-297

nism at perfect equity-reliability point. However, under scarcity the worst-case perfor-298

mance degrades as shown in Fig. 1. In case of scarcity, the reliability decreases which299

can be distributed among users in many ways. The best case occurs if scarcity is distributed300

among users equally and the reliability-equity point occurs on reliability axis. The worst301

case occurs when scarcity is distributed disproportionately towards only few users. It is302

important to note that since the reliability is average of interval reliability across mul-303

tiple allocation cycles, therefore it is possible to perform even worse than that of a sin-304

gle allocation cycle.305

4 Performance limits306

In this section, we first derive the performance limits for equity and reliability of307

each canonical allocation mechanism. We present the detailed mathematical calculations,308

discuss the placement of each mechanism in the equity-reliability space, and identify how309

allocation policy can be tuned to traverse this space. In the end, we show that the bounds310

are valid for adequacy distributions arising from any possible allocation mechanism, not311

just the three canonical mechanisms for which the bounds are calculated.312
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Figure 1. For any arbitrary allocation mechanism, shaded region shows the possible range of

equity for each value of reliability.

4.1 Priority-based allocation313

In priority-based allocation, the water authority makes a priority list and allocates314

water to the first user in the priority list. Next, if there is still water left, a user with sec-315

ond priority gets water, and so on. Therefore, when water is allocated through a priority-316

based allocation mechanism, some users’ demand gets fulfilled, one user’s demand gets317

partially fulfilled and the remaining users get no water. Hence, in a network of N users,318

fulfilled population count is i, one user’s demand is partially fulfilled, and unfulfilled pop-319

ulation count is N − i− 1. For priority-based allocation, we assume that first i users’320

in the set {1, 2, 3.....N} are the users with fulfilled demand, the i+1th user in the set321

is the user with partially fulfilled demand and N−i−1 users with unfulfilled demand322

are the users from i+2 to N user in the same set {1, 2, 3.....N}. The adequacy level of323

the i users with fulfilled demand, the one user with partially fulfilled demand, and the324

N−i users with unfulfilled demand is one, 0 ≤ b(k) < 1, and zero, respectively. Graph-325

ical demonstration of the priority-based allocation is shown in Fig. 4a. Next, to find re-326

liability and equity performance limits, we first need interval reliability and interval eq-327

uity when i users’ demand is fulfilled.328

4.1.1 Relationship between interval equity and interval reliability329

We first calculate the interval reliability when water is allocated through priority-
based allocation. The interval reliability r(k), when the fulfilled population count is i,
is calculated by placing α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1, αi+1(k) = b(k), and
αi+2(k) = αi+3(k) = .... = αN−1 = αN = 0 in (2) which gives us

r(k) =
i+ b(k)

N
. (7)

To find the equity performance limits we need interval equity when the fulfilled pop-330

ulation count is i.331

Lemma 4.1. In priority-based allocation, for N users the interval equity is given as,

e(k) =
1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)
, (8)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.332

Proof. For proof see Appendix A.1. ■333
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For the different number of users in a network, the relationship between interval334

reliability and interval equity is graphically demonstrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of relationship between interval equity and interval relia-

bility when water is allocated using priority-based allocation.

335

Next, we use the interval reliability and the interval equity value when the fulfilled336

population count is i to measure the relationship between reliability and equity for the337

priority-based allocation. Reliability and equity are calculated over the total K alloca-338

tion cycles, while interval reliability and interval equity are calculated for a single allo-339

cation cycle k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ....K}. To find the reliability and equity relationship, we mea-340

sure the fulfilled population count i and interval reliability for each allocation cycle of341

the season.342

4.1.2 Relationship between equity and reliability343

To find the relationship between reliability and equity, we find the equity perfor-
mance limits for each reliability value from the complete reliability range [0, 1]. A reli-
ability value R is equal to the mean of interval reliability across all allocation cycles i.e.,

R =
∑K

k=1 r(k)

K = 1
K (r(1) + r(2) + ......+ r(K − 1) + r(K)), where 0 ≤ r(k) ≤ 1.

Therefore, to find the maximum and minimum equity value for each reliability value R,
we can maximize and minimize following optimization problem for the complete relia-
bility R range [0, 1],

max /min
{r(1),r(2),....,r(K)}

1

K

(
K∑

k=1

1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)

)
,

Subject to

1

K
(r(1) + r(2) + ......+ r(K − 1) + r(K)) = R,

0 < r(k) ≤ 1.

(P1)

The objective function of optimization Problem P1 is non-convex and thus the Problem
is NP-hard (Hochba, 1997). We can relax problem P1 by replacing ⌊Nr(k)⌋ with Nr(k).
This relaxation implies b(k) = 0, i.e., users are either receiving water equal to their de-
mand or receiving no water at all. Hence, a user is either part of the fulfilled population
with count i or the unfulfilled population with count N − i. This also implies the fol-
lowing relations

r(k) = ri =
i

N
, (9)
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and

e(k) = ei =

√
N(1− r(k))

r(k)(N − 1)
=

√
N(N − i)

i(N − 1)
, (10)

where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N}. After substitution, the relaxation of Problem P1 can be rewrit-344

ten as follows345

max /min
{r(1),r(2),....,r(K)}

1

K

(
K∑

k=1

√
N(1− r(k))

r(k)(N − 1)

)
,

Subject to

1

K
(r(1) + r(2) + ......+ r(K − 1) + r(K)) = R,

0 < r(k) ≤ 1.

(P2)

Even though the Problem P2 is nonconvex. We can transform this problem into a liner
optimization problem. Since there are K decision cycles and in each decision cycle k the
interval reliability r(k) and interval equity e(k) can only take on values ri and ei given
in (9) and (10) respectively. For this purpose, we rewrite equity E and reliability R in
terms of interval equity ei and interval reliability ri respectively. The equity E can be
written as the weighted sum of interval reliability ei as follows

E =

N∑
i=1

wiei, (11)

where wi represents the friction of the total allocation cycles K in which interval equity
is ei. The sum of weights is equal to 1, i.e., w1+w2+ ......+wi−1+wi+wi+1+ .....+
wN = 1. All weights w1, w2, ...., wN are also non negative, i.e., wi ≥ 0. We can simi-
larly write reliability R as the weighted sum of interval reliability ri i.e., R =

∑N
i=1 wiri =

r1w1+r2w2+ ......+rN−1wN−1+rNwN . We add this reliability constraint to find the
equity value for each specific reliability value R from the reliability range [0, 1]. So in or-
der to find the relationship between reliability and equity, we have to maximize and min-
imize following optimization problem which is a relaxed version of the optimization prob-
lem P1,

max /min
{w1,w2,...,wN}

N∑
i=1

wiei,

Subject to

w1 + w2 + ......+ wN−1 + wN = 1,

r1w1 + r2w2 + ...+ riwi + ...+ rN−1wN−1 + rNwN = R,

0 < wi ≤ 1,

0 ≤ R ≤ 1.

(P3)

where ri, ei are constant and N is a system parameter representing the total number of346

users. Fig. 3 shows the equity range for each value of reliability by solving P3 numer-347

ically. We see for a very large number of users, the lower bound on equity converges to348

zero. Comparing Fig. 3 with fig. 2 it can be seen that for the same x-axis value the lower349

bound on equity is same as the interval equity value. It is important to note that since350

the equity is average of interval equity across multiple allocation cycles, therefore it is351

possible to perform even worse than that of a single allocation cycle.352
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Figure 3. For different numbers of users N , the shaded region in each figure shows the equity

range for each value of the reliability when water is allocated using the priority-based allocation.

Figure 4. Graphical representation of the three canonical allocations and arbitrary alloca-

tion. a) priority-based allocation, b)the uniform allocation, c) hybrid allocation, d) arbitrary

allocation.

4.2 Uniform allocation353

In case of uniform allocation, the adequacy level of all users is same. Therefore, the354

interval reliability for uniform allocation is equal to the adequacy level of an allocation355
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cycle because the interval reliability is the simple mean of the adequacy of all users in356

an allocation cycle. If adequacy level for all users in an allocation cycle is equal to a(k),357

the interval reliability is calculated by placing α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αN−1 = αN =358

a(k) in (2), which give us interval reliability equal to the adequacy level a(k). The graph-359

ical demonstration of the uniform allocation is shown in Fig. 4b.360

The interval equity, when the adequacy level in an allocation cycle is a(k) for all361

users, can be calculated by placing α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αN−1 = αN = a(k) in (4)362

which gives us the mean equal to the adequacy level a(k), and the standard deviation363

equal to zero. In this case, the interval equity value would be zero.364

To find the reliability and equity, we use the above calculated interval reliability365

and interval equity values for uniform allocation. The reliability is simply the mean of366

the interval reliability a(k), i.e., R =
∑K

k=1 a(k)

K = a(k).367

Thus, for uniform allocation, the equity always remains zero because the interval368

equity is zero during all allocation cycles.369

4.3 Hybrid allocation370

In hybrid allocation, a user is either receiving water equal to their demand or a min-371

imum base amount of water equal to their entitlement. Therefore, when water is allo-372

cated through hybrid allocation, a user is either part of the population count i with ful-373

filled demand or population count N−i with partially fulfilled demand. For hybrid al-374

location, we assume that first i users in the set {1, 2, 3, ..., N} are the users with fulfilled375

demand, and remaining N− i users in the set are the users with partially fulfilled de-376

mand. The adequacy level of the i users with fulfilled demand and N−i users with par-377

tially fulfilled demand is one and c respectively, where 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 is called minimum378

adequacy level. The graphical demonstration of the hybrid allocation is shown in Fig.379

4c. The minimum adequacy level c is decided at the beginning of the season and remains380

constant throughout the season because initial water rights or entitlements are same once381

decided. Next, to find reliability and equity performance limits we need interval relia-382

bility and interval equity when the fulfilled population count is i.383

4.3.1 Relationship between interval equity and interval reliability384

We first calculate the interval reliability when water is allocated through hybrid
allocation. The interval reliability r(k) when the fulfilled population count is i, is cal-
culated by substituting α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1, and αi+1(k) = αi+2(k) =
.... = αN−1 = αN = c in (2) which gives us

r(k) = ri =
i+ (N − i)c

N
. (12)

To find the equity performance limits we need interval equity when the fulfilled pop-385

ulation count is i.386

Lemma 4.2. In hybrid allocation, for N users the interval equity e(k) is given as,

e(k) = ei =
1− c

i+ (N − i)c

√
N.i.(N − i)

N − 1
(13)

where i represents the number of users with fulfilled demand and c represents the ad-387

equacy level of the population with partially-fulfilled demand.388

Proof. For proof see Appendix A.2. ■389

We know from (12) that Nr(k) = i+ (N − i)c where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N} and 0 ≤390

1. Therefore for a value of interval reliability r(k), there are multiple possible values of391
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i and c. Hence, for a value of interval reliability r(k). there is a range of interval equity392

e(k) given in Lemma Appendix A.2.393

Lemma 4.3. In hybrid allocation, for N users the range of interval equity e(k) is given
as, [

0,
1− r(k)

r(k)

√
N.⌊Nr(k)⌋

(N − 1)(N − ⌊Nr(k)⌋)

]
, (14)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.394

Proof. for proof see Appendix A.3. ■395

Figure 5. Graphical representation of interval equity range with respect to interval reliability

when water is allocated using hybrid allocation.

For different number of users in a network, the range of interval equity with respect396

to interval reliability is graphically demonstrated in Fig. 5. At the small interval reli-397

ability values the upper range of interval equity is high.398

Now, we use the interval reliability and the interval equity value when the fulfilled399

population count is i to calculate the relationship between reliability and equity for the400

hybrid allocation. Reliability and equity are calculated over the total of k allocation cy-401

cles while interval reliability and interval equity are calculated for a single allocation cy-402

cle k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ....K}. The adequacy for partially-filled users throughout the season is403

c. The equity and reliability are not independent. The equity value changes as the re-404

liability value changes, and vice versa. Next, we describe the relationship between re-405

liability and equity when water is allocated using the hybrid allocation.406

4.3.2 Relationship between equity and reliability407

To find the relationship between reliability and equity, we find the equity perfor-
mance limits. We know from Lemma Appendix A.3 that for all values of interval reli-
ability the lower limit on interval equity is zero. Thus, the lower bound on equity is al-
ways zero due to the possibility of all population having adequacy equal to the minimum
adequacy level c. In this case, the reliability would be 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 and equity would be
zero. We find the upper limit on equity for each reliability value from the complete re-
liability range [0, 1]. A reliability value R is equal to the mean of interval reliability across

all allocation cycles i.e., R =
∑K

k=1 r(k)

K = 1
K (r(1) + r(2) + ......+ r(K − 1) + r(K)),

where 0 ≤ r(k) ≤ 1. Since there are K decision cycles and in each decision cycle k
the interval reliability r(k) and interval equity e(k) can only take on values ri and ei given
in (12) and (A5) respectively. For this purpose, we rewrite equity E and reliability R
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in terms of interval equity ei and interval reliability ri respectively. The equity E can
be written as the weighted sum of interval reliability ei as follows

E =

N∑
i=1

wiei, (15)

where wi represents the friction of the total allocation cycles K in which interval equity
is ei. The sum of weights is equal to 1, i.e., w1+w2+ ......+wi−1+wi+wi+1+ .....+
wN = 1. All weights w1, w2, ...., wN are also non negative, i.e., wi ≥ 0. We can simi-
larly write reliability R as the weighted sum of interval reliability ri i.e., R =

∑N
i=1 wiri =

r1w1+r2w2+ ......+rN−1wN−1+rNwN . We add this reliability constraint to find the
equity value for each specific reliability value R from the reliability range [0, 1]. There-
fore, to find the upper limit on equity for each reliability value R, we can maximize fol-
lowing optimization problem for the complete reliability R range [0, 1],

max
{w1,w2,...,wN}

N∑
i=1

wiei,

Subject to

w1 + w2 + ......+ wN−1 + wN = 1,

r1w1 + r2w2 + ...+ riwi + ...+ rN−1wN−1 + rNwN = R,

0 < wi ≤ 1,

0 ≤ R ≤ 1.

(P4)

where ri, ei are constant and N is a system parameter representing the total number of408

users. Fig. 6 shows the upper bound on equity for each value of reliability and differ-409

ent values of minimum adequacy level c by solving P4 numerically. Priority-based allo-410

cation is spacial case of hybrid allocation when c = 0. The worse case performance of411

equity improves as the minimum adequacy level c of the users with partially-fulfilled de-412

mand increases. As the adequacy level c increases the domain of reliability change, e.g.,413

when c = 50% the possible reliability range is (0.50, 1]. In hybrid allocation, the eq-414

uity is zero when reliability is less than 1+(N−1)c
N for single allocation cycle because in415

this case water supply is not enough to fulfill atleast one user demand and all users get416

water equal to the minimum adequacy level c where c = R
N . For example, in Fig. 6,417

for c = 0, the equity value is zero for reliability range [0, 1
N ) and non zero at reliabil-418

ity 1
N .419

Figure 6. For different numbers of users N and different values of minimum adequacy level c,

upper limit on equity for the complete range of reliability values.
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4.4 Arbitrary allocation420

In arbitrary allocation, the adequacy distributions of users may take any form in-421

cluding the adequacy distributions of the three canonical allocation mechanisms. The422

graphical demonstration of arbitrary allocation is shown in Fig. 4d. Next, we present423

the relationship between reliability and equity for allocation mechanism with any arbi-424

trary adequacy distribution. For this purpose we first present the bound on interval eq-425

uity.426

Lemma 4.4. In arbitrary allocation, for N users the interval equity range is given as[
0,

1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)

]
, (16)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.427

Proof. For proof see Appendix A.4. ■428

For different number of users in a network, the range of interval equity with respect429

to reliability is graphically demonstrated in Fig. 7. At the small interval reliability val-430

ues the interval equity values are high. Next, we use the upper and lower limits of in-431

terval equity range to find out the equity range for each possible reliability value for ar-432

bitrary allocation. The lower bound on equity is zero for the complete range of reliabil-

Figure 7. Graphical representation of interval equity range with respect to interval reliability

when water is allocated using arbitrary allocation.

433

ity, because equity is average of interval equity and interval equity lower bound is zero434

for the complete range of interval reliability as shown in Lemma Appendix A.4. For ar-435

bitrary allocation, the upper bound on interval equity range is same as the interval eq-436

uity value for priority-based allocation. Hence, for arbitrary allocation, upper bound on437

equity is same as the upper bound in equity for the priority-based allocation. The up-438

per bound on equity for priority-based allocation is derived in Section 4.1.2. The range439

of equity for each value of reliability is shown in Fig. 1.440

5 Simulations441

In this section, we first present the simulation setup to evaluate reliability and eq-442

uity performance limits when water is allocated using a particular priority-based allo-443

cation mechanism and a hybrid allocation mechanism. The setup is constructed from444

data gathered from a real-world irrigation district in Central Punjab in Pakistan. Then445
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we present simulations for arbitrary allocation. We develop Monte-Carlo simulations to446

analyze equity and reliability over the realistic range of model parameters for priority-447

based, hybrid, and arbitrary allocation.448

5.1 Simulation setup449

The selected study area is located in the Moza Joyia area in the Okara district of450

the Punjab province, Pakistan. The 91093 / L watercourse irrigates the case study area.451

There are 24 farmers who own a portion of the land in the case study region, i.e., N =452

24. Data collected at the case study site is from July 2018 to October 2018. We use data453

for a khareef cropping season, from July 2018 to October 2018, which is 17 weeks, that454

is, K = 17.455

We carry out Monte-Carlo simulations by changing the parameter values over a range456

that mimics the real-world context. We need data on water demand and water supply457

in the study area to carry out the simulations. The maximum surface water supply for458

the farmers in the study region watercourse is 1.6×106 cusec, and available surface wa-459

ter supply range is [0, 1.6 × 106] cusec. The water demand of a farm is calculated us-460

ing deep percolation constant, reference evapotranspiration, crop coefficient, precipita-461

tion, and soil moisture level. Details about measuring ranges of these parameters in the462

study region are provided by Hassan et al. (2021). The dimensionless deep percolation463

constant range is [0.5×10−4, 2×10−4]. The reference evapotranspiration and crop co-464

efficient are randomly chosen from the range provided by Ullah et al. (2001) for the study465

region. The precipitation data set for the study region is taken from the NASA data por-466

tal (NASA, 2021). The given 21 samples are used to randomly select daily precipitation467

for the study region. For each farm, the initial soil moisture level is selected from an in-468

terval [10%, 25%] using a uniform distribution.469

5.2 Priority-based allocation470

We validate the reliability and equity performance limits derived in Section 4.1 of471

priority-based allocation by presenting Monte-Carlo simulations for a particular priority-472

based allocation mechanism describe in details by Hassan et al. (2021). In this priority-473

based allocation mechanism, each user is interested in securing a shared resource, i.e.,474

surface water. The shared resource is managed by a central planner. The complete sea-475

son is divided into time interval of fixed duration. At the beginning of each time inter-476

val, the central planner asks for bids from the users. Users’ bids consist of information477

on water demand and their valuation of water. Then, based on the demand, valuation,478

and availability of the shared resource, the central planner sorts the bids in descending479

order and starts fulfilling the demand from the top. Details of this mechanism are pro-480

vided in Hassan et al. (2021). This mechanism of resource allocation falls under the cat-481

egory of priority-based allocation, as some users are receiving water equal to their de-482

mand and remaining users do not receive water.483

Fig. 8a represents the equity vs. reliability relationship for Monte-Carlo simula-484

tions when water is allocated using the demand-based allocation mechanism described485

above. We have reiterated the simulations for 1×104 time instances. There are 24 users486

in the network, i.e., N = 24. equity for the range of reliability should remain within487

the upper and lower bounds of the priority-based allocation. For the Monte-Carlo sim-488

ulations, all the equity and reliability values stay within these limits as shown in Fig. 8a,489

which validates the upper and lower bounds derived earlier.490

5.3 Hybrid allocation491

Next, we validate the reliability and equity performance limits of hybrid allocation492

by presenting Monte-Carlo simulations for a particular hybrid allocation mechanism. This493
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Figure 8. The equity vs. reliability relationship for Monte-Carlo simulations: a) when water

is allocated using a demand-based allocation mechanism described in Hassan et al. (2021), which

falls under the category of priority-based allocation, b) when water is allocated using uniform

allocation, c) when water is allocated using arbitrary allocation. The plane is discretized into a

grid and individual points lie at the center of each cell. The color of the points represents the

number of times a simulated scenario fell within that cell.

hybrid allocation consists of two steps: surface water allocation based on initial water494

rights and demand-based surface water reallocation and distribution based on a priority-495

based mechanism. First, the central planner allocates water based on initial water rights.496

We call the initial water rights the minimum adequacy level. Next, the central planner497

distributes the remaining water using the priority-based allocation mechanism described498

in Section 5.2. This mechanism of allocating resources falls under the category of hybrid499

allocation, as some users receive resources equal to their demand and remaining users500

receive resources equal to the minimum adequacy level.501

Fig. 8b represents the equity vs. reliability relationship for Monte-Carlo simula-502

tions when water is allocated using a particular hybrid allocation mechanism described503

above. We have reiterated the simulations for 1×104 times. For hybrid allocation, when504

there are 24 users in a network, i.e., N = 24, and minimum adequacy level is 2 %, i.e.,505

c = 0.20. Then, the equity for the range of reliability should remain below the upper506

bound of the hybrid allocation. In this case, the lower bound on equity is zero for the507

complete range of reliability. For the Monte-Carlo simulations, all the equity and reli-508

ability values remain within the upper and lower bounds. Hence, the simulations val-509

idate the performance limits of the hybrid allocation derived previously.510

5.4 Arbitrary allocation511

We validate the reliability and equity performance limits of arbitrary allocation mech-512

anism by presenting Monte-Carlo simulations. Fig. 8c represents the equity vs. reliabil-513

ity relationship for Monte-Carlo simulations when water is allocated using arbitrary al-514

location. In Monte-Carlo simulations, we assume there are 24 users, i.e., N = 24 in the515

network, and the season consists of 17 allocation cycles, i.e., K = 17. We have repeated516

the simulations for 0.206×106 times. The adequacy level for each user during each al-517

location cycle is generated using the beta distribution with a mean value between 0 and518

1. Fig. 8c shows that the equity and reliability value for each simulated point remains519

within the upper and lower limit of the equity and reliability, which implies that these520

bounds are valid for any allocation mechanisms. In Fig. 8, there are some regions with521

zero point count and some regions with multiple point count. This is mainly because of522

the selected scarcity range for each simulation.523
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6 Towards Large-scale Irrigation Systems524

In this paper, we have conducted a comprehensive analysis of the performance lim-525

its for water allocation mechanisms w.r.t. a coupled equity-reliability space. The anal-526

ysis conducted applies to the allocation of water at a single level, i.e., a single allocation527

scheme that directly receives water from the supply and distributes it to the farmers with-528

out the action of any intermediary decision-making bodies. While our study encompasses529

all allocation systems of this kind, it is essential to recognize that the assumption of a530

single-level hierarchy being valid in practical systems holds true only up to a certain scale.531

This assumption is rarely applicable to large-scale irrigation systems.532

Figure 9 illustrates the hierarchical structure of large-scale irrigation systems, fea-533

turing representative irrigation districts in Pakistan and China 1. The process of resource534

allocation in these system is complex and consists of multiple spatial and temporal scales.535

For example, in the Indus Basin Irrigation System (IBIS) in Pakistan (Shah et al., 2016),536

primary canals draw water from large reservoirs or headworks located on main rivers.537

The water drawn in these canals is subject to the decision of a national-level authority538

that is responsible for determining the water share of each province. Each province is539

further subdivided into administrative units referred to as circles, also known as zones.540

The provincial-level authorities are responsible for managing water allocation among these541

circles. These circles are then divided into smaller divisions, with secondary canals serv-542

ing as conduits for water distribution among these divisions. A circle-level authority as-543

sumes the responsibility of allocating water resources among the various divisions. Sub-544

sequently, divisions are further segmented into irrigation districts. At this level, divisional545

authorities make decisions regarding the allocation of water among these districts. Within546

each district, decisions pertaining to water distribution are made by the district irriga-547

tion authority, and the actual distribution of water is facilitated through tertiary canals.548

On farms, water is accessed directly from these tertiary canals by utilizing watercourses.549

At the farm level, the agriculture department assumes responsibility for the equitable550

distribution of water among individual farmers. A similar hierarchical structure is com-551

monly observed in other large-scale irrigation systems worldwide.552

The analysis of our paper is concerned with only a single level of hierarchy. In or-553

der to apply the analysis to a large-scale hierarchical irrigation system, the framework554

will need to be extended. In such an application, the individual decision-making blocks555

are situated in a cascaded manner, so that the decisions made at each stage are prop-556

agated down to the subsequent stage until the farm-level decisions are implemented. Since557

the allocation decisions themselves are made in accordance with the water demand, in-558

formation on the demand travels in a feedback manner from the farm level in a stage-559

wise sequence up to the highest decision-making level. While the performance analysis560

presented in this paper can be applied in isolation to each level, the framework will need561

to be extended so that feedback from each individual level is effectively incorporated in562

order to evaluate the performance of the entire irrigation system as a whole.563

Figure 10 depicts our vision of the application of our performance evaluation frame-564

work to a large-scale hierarchical irrigation system. The figure shows the cascaded decision-565

making levels and the propagation of demands as feedback in the hierarchy. Under the566

scope of this study, we have considered the evaluation of allocations made over the en-567

tire season as a batch process. Since the decisions are typically made over smaller inter-568

vals2 an opportunity is lost to compensate for any degradation in performance due to569

unforeseen circumstances at run time such as climate shocks and other associated dis-570

turbances. If the performance evaluation can be reformulated as an iterative process, the571

1 These systems are depicted here as representative examples. Such large-scale hierarchical irrigation

systems exist in many other parts of the world as well (Plusquellec, 2009).
2 For instance in the IBIS, the allocations at the farm level are made according to a weekly schedule.
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Figure 9. a) A demonstrative diagram of a large-scale irrigation system in Pakistan. b) A

demonstrative diagram of a large-scale irrigation system in China.

allocations can be adjusted according to the current performance of the system in or-572

der to salvage some of the potential performance of the system over the duration of the573

entire season. This presents a compelling avenue for future research.574

7 Discussion and Conclusion575

Although equity and reliability values are widely used to inform policymakers, their576

performance limits and the relation between these assessment indicators are not com-577

monly used in practice, to the best of our knowledge. The performance limits calculated578

in this paper can enable policy makers and irrigation system planners to gauge the over-579

all performance of any selected allocation mechanism. To assess an allocation mecha-580

nism’s performance, the irrigation planners can measure the equity and see where these581

values fall on the equity-reliability triangle. If the equity vs. reliability point is close to582

the zero equity axis in the equity-reliability triangle in Fig. 1, the allocation mechanism583

is working well. However, if the equity vs. reliability point is located towards the worst584

performance bound, then the irrigation planners may seek to modify the allocation scheme.585

Theoretically, as per the analysis in this paper, the best way to allocate water is586

through uniform allocation since the equity value is zero for all reliability values in this587

case. Practically however, uniform allocation is difficult to implement since the irriga-588

tion planner needs to devise policy to achieve multiple objectives in water allocation, from589

ensuring water rights and environmental flows to attaining tough economic goals. To meet590

these economic, environmental, and social objectives, policymakers allocate water using591

priority-based allocation in many parts of the world. But the worst-case performance592
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Figure 10. A block-diagram representing an imaginative framework for performance assess-

ment of large-scale irrigation systems.

of the priority-based allocation is low compared to the hybrid allocation. As shown in593

Fig. 6, the upper bound of equity for priority-based allocation is represented by the c =594

0 line. As the policymaker adjusts the value of c the worst-case performance of the hy-595

brid allocation improves compared to the priority-based allocation. Thus, using hybrid596

allocation, policymakers may tune the parameter c to meet the different economic, en-597

vironmental, and social objectives while simultaneously performing well in terms of eq-598

uity. In the past, researchers have conducted case studies and developed allocation mech-599

anisms to improve performance by using hybrid allocation mechanism approach, i.e., by600

adjusting the minimum adequacy level c. For example Hipel et al. (2013) and Wang et601

al. (2003) presented an allocation mechanism which in first step allocate water entitle-602

ments and in second step reallocate and distribute water for social welfare maximiza-603

tion. In the context of our framework, the allocation mechanism presented by Hipel et604

al. (2013) and Wang et al. (2003) adjust minimum adequacy level c to improve fairness605

among farmers.606

Fig. 1 shows the equity. vs reliability space when water is allocated using any wa-607

ter allocation mechanism. Policymakers may seek to improve the performance of their608

allocation mechanism when the operating point is not close to the perfect equity vs. re-609

liability point. Priority-based allocation can not guarantee any desired equity because610

the irrigation planner has to prioritize some users over others. This is also true for uni-611

form allocation because irrigation planner is already allocating water equitably and there612

is no degree of freedom to move the operating point in the equity-reliability space. There-613

fore, priority-based and uniform allocation do not give freedom to improve performance614

by simply tuning some parameter during the allocation process. However, in hybrid al-615

location, the irrigation planners may control the minimum adequacy level c. As we can616

see in Fig. 6, as the value of c increases, the worst-case performance improves. Hence,617

policymakers can tune the parameter c to improve performance if their operating point618

is not close to the perfect equity-reliability point.619
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It is important to note that while we have taken equity as a representative met-620

ric for fairness or justice among users, there also exist multiple other notions of fairness621

(Francez, 2012). For example, Benthamite Utilitarianism theory of fairness maximizes622

the overall welfare of all users (Mulgan, 2014; Viner, 1949), and Rawlsian theory of fair-623

ness suggests providing maximum benefit to the neglected part of the society(Kittay, 2018;624

Sen, 1976). In this particular study, we have used the Egalitarian principle of fairness,625

which states that all users are equal (Cohen, 2021; Woodburn, 1982). Nonetheless, one626

can view this work as a blueprint for other fairness notions as well.627

Even with the above understanding of there not being any universal definition of628

fairness, we also wish to highlight that the coefficient of variation is only one measure629

of equity among multiple others that exist. Indeed many researchers in the irrigation sec-630

tor assert that the coefficient of variation can be used as a primary summary statistic631

to measure equity (Siddiqi et al., 2018; D. J. Molden & Gates, 1990). In many other stud-632

ies however, researchers employ the Gini coefficient to measure equity (Anwar & Ul Haq,633

2013), and this coefficient is also widely applied in the irrigation system of Pakistan (Shah634

et al., 2016) and the distribution of other economic resources (Bell et al., 2016). For many635

practical cases, the coefficient of variation and Gini coefficient are positively correlated,636

implying that the general conclusions of our analysis should remain the same for either637

indicator. However it has been observed that for quantities that are relatively precise638

(such as the adequacy of irrigation water) the coefficient of variation is more sensitive639

to individuals in the right tail of the frequency distribution (also called outliers). There-640

fore, the coefficient of variation may often be recommended over the Gini coefficient if641

a measure of relative precision is selected to assess inequality (Bendel et al., 1989).642

To know performance of an irrigation system over time, we need equity-reliability643

as a phase space over which trajectories are analyzed. Although we have not looked at644

irrigation systems that evolve over seasons, the framework is perfect to look at how a645

system would evolve over time, whether it has stalled in performance, improving or de-646

teriorating. This type of information can be really useful for practitioners and policy-647

makers.648

Finally, the scope of the proposed framework is not only limited to water alloca-649

tion mechanisms. The framework applies to any resource allocation problem. Far exam-650

ple, in COVID-19 pandemic allocation of resource in health care (Silva et al., 2020), re-651

source allocation in cloud computing (Abid et al., 2020), power allocation in communi-652

cation technologies (Jayakumar et al., 2021), and scheduling in smart grids (Nair et al.,653

2018). We have presented this framework as a guideline for equitable allocation of re-654

sources in practice, with the hope that it will stimulate further research to add economic,655

social, and environmental dimensions to the physical distribution of water.656

8 Open Research657

The data on which this article is based are available in Hassan et al. (2021) and658

Hassan et al. (2023).659
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Appendix A660

Lemma Appendix A.1. In priority-based allocation, for N users the interval equity
is given as,

e(k) =
1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)
, (A1)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.661

Proof. In priority-based allocation, when fulfilled population count is i, then, α1(k) =
α2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1, αi+1(k) = b(k), and αi+1(k) = αi+2(k) = .... = αN−1 =
αN = 0. Now, substituting αn(k) values in (4) give us the standard deviation

σ(α(k))=

√
i

N−1

(
1− i+b(k)

N

)2

+
1

N−1

(
b(k)− i+b(k)

N

)2

+
(N−i−1)

N−1

(
(i+b(k))

N

)2

,

and themean

µ(α(k)) =
i+ b(k)

N
.

(A2)

The interval equity value while using mean and standard deviation value from (A2) is
as follows

e(k) =
1

i+ b(k)

√
Ni(N − i) + b(k)2N(N − 1)− 2Nb(k)i

(N − 1)
, (A3)

We know from (7) that b(k) = Nr(k)−i, where the fulfilled population count i is equal
to floor of Nr(k), i.e., i = ⌊Nr(k)⌋. Now substituting b(k) = Nr(k) − i in (A3) gives
us

e(k) =
1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)
. (A4)

Hence, the statement is true when interval reliability is r(k). ■662
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Lemma Appendix A.2. In hybrid allocation, for N users the interval equity e(k) is
given as,

e(k) = ei =
1− c

i+ (N − i)c

√
N.i.(N − i)

N − 1
(A5)

where i represents the number of users with fulfilled demand and c represents the ad-663

equacy level of the population with partially-fulfilled demand.664

Proof. In hybrid allocation, when fulfilled population count is i, and partially fulfilled
population count is N − i, then, α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1, and αi+1(k) =
αi+2(k) = .... = αN−1 = αN = c. Now, substituting αn(k) values in (4) give us the
mean

µ(α(k)) =
i+ (N − i)c

N
,

and the standard deviation

σ(α(k)) =

√
i

N−1

(
1−i+(N−i)c

N

)2

+
(N−i)

N−1

(
c− i+(N−i)c

N

)2

,

=
1− c

N

√
N.i.(N − i)

N − 1
.

(A6)

The interval equity value while using mean and standard deviation value from (A6) is
as follows

e(k) =
1− c

i+ (N − i)c

√
N.i.(N − i)

N − 1
. (A7)

Hence, the statement is true. ■665

Lemma Appendix A.3. In hybrid allocation, for N users the range of interval equity
e(k) is given as, [

0,
1− r(k)

r(k)

√
N.⌊Nr(k)⌋

(N − 1)(N − ⌊Nr(k)⌋)

]
, (A8)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.666

Proof. The best possible value of interval equity e(k) is achieved, when no user demand667

is fulfilled, i.e., i = 0 and all N users’ demand is partially fulfilled. This implies that668

the adequacy level of all user would be equal to c = r(k). Now, substituting i = 0 and669

c = r(k) in (A9) give us the interval equity e(k) = 0. Hence, the lower bound on in-670

terval equity for all values of interval reliability would be zero.671

The worst possible value of interval equity e(k) is achieved, when the population
count with fulfilled demand is i = ⌊Nr(k)⌋ and population count with partially fulfilled
demand is N−⌊Nr(k)⌋. A proof of the statement similar to this one is given in the next
section for arbitrary allocation. This implies that the adequacy level of the population
count with fulfilled demand ⌊Nr(k)⌋ and population count with partially fulfilled demand

N−⌊Nr(k)⌋ is one and c = Nr(k)−⌊Nr(k)⌋
N−⌊Nr(k)⌋ respectively. Now, substituting i = ⌊Nr(k)⌋

and c = Nr(k)−⌊Nr(k)⌋
N−⌊Nr(k)⌋ in (A9) give us the interval equity

e(k) =
1− r(k)

r(k)

√
N.⌊Nr(k)⌋

(N − 1)(N − ⌊Nr(k)⌋)
. (A9)

Hence, the statement is true for N number of users and the interval reliability is r(k).672

■673
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Lemma Appendix A.4. In arbitrary allocation, for N users the interval equity range
is given as [

0,
1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)

]
, (A10)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.674

Proof. The lower bound on interval equity is zero because one of the possible arbitrary675

allocation is when adequacy level of all users is same. The arbitrary allocation with the676

same adequacy level for all users can arise for any interval reliability value r(k). In this677

case, the fulfilled population count i = 0 and adequacy level c = r(k)
N for all the users,678

which always results in zero interval equity. Thus, the lower limit on interval equity is679

zero for complete range of interval reliability.680

To find the upper bound on interval equity, we know from Lemma Appendix A.1681

that interval equity when interval reliability is r(k) and water is allocated using the priority-682

based allocation is given by 1
r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+(Nr(k)−⌊Nr(k)⌋)2−Nr(k)2

(N−1) . In this case, the ad-683

equacy levels of the fulfilled population count i is 1, i.e., α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αi−1 =684

αi = 1, one user’s demand is partially fulfilled, i.e., αi+1 = b(k) and adequacy level685

of the unfulfilled population count N − i − 1 is zero, i.e., αi+2(k) = .... = αN−1 =686

αN = 0. For simplicity, we assume that b(k) = 0, i.e., αi+1 = 0.687

To show that the interval equity of this allocation is always greater than the in-688

terval equity of any arbitrary allocation, we first show that we can transform any arbi-689

trary adequacy distribution of constant interval reliability r(k) from this adequacy dis-690

tribution and then show that this transformation always results in decrease in interval691

equity. To construct any adequacy distribution form this adequacy distribution, we shuf-692

fle adequacy ∆s from user j ∈ {1, 2, 3, ....i} to user m ∈ {i+ 1, i+ 2, ....N}, such that693

αj(k) ≥ αm(k), αj(k) = 1, and 0 ≤ ∆s ≤ αj(k) − αm(k). After ∆s shuffle in ade-694

quacy, the adequacy distribution would be as follows, α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αj−1(k) =695

1, αj(k) = 1 −∆s, αj+1(k) = αj+2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1 , αi+1(k) = αi+2(k) =696

.... = αm−1 = 0, αm(k) = ∆s, and αm+1(k) = αm+2(k) = .... = αN = 0. We continue697

shuffling adequacy ∆s from j to m till we get the desired arbitrary adequacy distribu-698

tion.699

Next, if we prove that ∆s shuffle in an arbitrary adequacy distribution constructed
above always result in decrease in interval equity, it can be inferred that the interval eq-
uity would always be less than the interval equity of the adequacy distribution from which
we constructed that arbitrary distribution. To prove that, we assume that the adequacy
of a user n ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...N} is αn(k) . Now replacing αn(k) values in (4) give us the mean,

µ(αn(k)) =

∑N
n=1 αn(k)

N
=

α

N
,

and the standard deviation

σ(αn(k)) =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(
αn(k)−

α

N

)2
.

(A11)

Interval equity value while using mean and standard deviation value from (A11) is as
follows

e(k) =
N

α

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(
αn(k)−

α

N

)2
. (A12)

Now, if we shuffle adequacy ∆s from user j to users m where j,m ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...N}, such
that αj(k) ≥ αm(k) and 0 ≤ ∆s ≤ αj(k) − αm(k). After shuffle in adequacy, replac-
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ing the new values αn(k) in (4) give us the mean

µ(αn(k)) =

∑N
n=1 αn(k) + ∆s−∆s

N
=

α

N
,

and the standard deviation

σ(αn(k)) =

√√√√ 1

N−1

(
N−2∑
n=1

(
αn(k)−

α

N

)2
+
(
αj(k)−∆s− α

N

)2
+
(
αm(k)+∆s−α

N

)2)
.

(A13)

Interval equity value while using mean and standard deviation value from (A13) is as
follows,

e(k) =
N

α

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(
αn(k)−

α

N

)2
+

2

N − 1
∆s (∆s− (αj(k)− αm(k))). (A14)

Since, 0 ≤ ∆s ≤ αj(k) − αm(k), therefore the term 2
N−1∆s(∆s − (αj(k) − αm(k)))700

would always be negative. Hence, the interval equity for this new shuffled arbitrary ad-701

equacy distribution would always be less than the interval equity (A14) of the arbitrary702

adequacy distribution without shuffling. Therefore, we can infer that the interval equity703

of the allocation mechanism with any arbitrary adequacy level is less than the interval704

equity 1
r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+(Nr(k)−⌊Nr(k)⌋)2−Nr(k)2

(N−1) . Hence, the statement is true.705
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Abstract15

Equitable water allocation in real-world irrigation systems is hampered by supply fluc-16

tuations, posing a significant challenge to the goal of promoting fairness among consumers.17

In this paper, we concern ourselves with the limits of equity achievable for any water al-18

location scheme across the entire spectrum of water supply conditions. In the process,19

we develop a typology of canonical water allocation mechanisms that categorizes mech-20

anisms w.r.t. the distribution of fulfilled demand across the users. Adopting specific no-21

tions of supply reliability and distribution equity, we derive the theoretical performance22

limits for all canonical mechanisms and extend the analysis to arbitrary allocation mech-23

anisms. We show that for any value of supply reliability, the best possible equity is re-24

alized by mechanisms that uniformly distribute water among users, whereas the worst25

possible equity is associated with mechanisms that prioritize the demand of some users26

before allocating water to others. We also show that any intermediate equity level can27

be realized by adjusting the initial entitlements prior to allocating water to fulfill demands,28

in an approach we categorize as hybrid allocation. We parameterize the performance bound-29

aries for such allocation schemes based on the fraction of supply allocated to initial en-30

titlements. We discuss how this parameter can serve as a policy tool to balance the goals31

of equitable water access with other system-level objectives. In the end, we complement32

the analytical results with numerical simulations of a selected agricultural district from33

a real-world irrigation system and speculate about the application of our study to large-34

scale hierarchical systems.35

1 Introduction36

Inadequate water management is recognized as a primary instigator of water scarcity,37

among other factors such as population growth, rapid industrialization, economic growth,38

and environmental pollution, to name a few (Dolan et al., 2021). Water scarcity is pro-39

jected to increase even further in the future due to climate change effects (UN, 2018).40

There is also increasing evidence that these effects do not impact all sections of society41

in the same manner, with marginalized and poor communities being disproportionately42

affected by water scarcity (Organization et al., 2019; He et al., 2021). Therefore, ade-43

quate management approaches that effectively deal with water shortages are not only44

critical for supporting resource conservation efforts but also for protecting vulnerable seg-45

ments of society and upholding social justice and equity in the consuming population.46

Reducing water demand through an increase in consumption efficiency is often seen47

as an appealing solution to deal with water shortages (Hatfield & Dold, 2019; Ward &48

Pulido-Velazquez, 2008). Agriculture, being the largest consumer of freshwater has been49

the primary target of such interventions. These interventions however are observed to50

fall victim to various externalities and rebound effects, whereby water demand adjusts51

in a manner that offsets the original decrease in consumption (Grafton et al., 2018). More-52

over, efficient consumption technologies alone are also inadequate in compensating for53

supply fluctuations driven by climate change-induced environmental shocks. Since these54

technologies remain largely inaccessible to vulnerable segments of society, especially in55

developing countries (Deichmann et al., 2016), the disparity in climate risk exposure be-56

comes even more pronounced. Therefore, despite remarkable progress in water-use ef-57

ficiency, there is a distinct need to devise specific approaches to promote a fair sharing58

of such risks among the consuming population. Among such approaches, water alloca-59

tion mechanisms may ensure a fair distribution of risk by implementing systematic pro-60

cedures that prioritize equitable access to water resources among different users (Hassan61

et al., 2023). In this paper, we explore the potential boundaries of allocation mechanisms62

in achieving both equitable water access and other system-level targets of interest.63

Water allocation mechanisms form an integral part of agricultural activity, and are64

often designed to support key economic objectives (Liang et al., 2020). These objectives65
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may include maximization of agricultural yield, resource conservation, satisfaction of de-66

mand, and cost minimization (Dinar et al., 1997; Speed et al., 2013). Many allocation67

mechanisms prioritize consumers in accordance with these objectives and allocate wa-68

ter to them in order of their priority (Li et al., 2020; Hassan et al., 2021). In some other69

systems, these priorities may be fixed beforehand on the basis of seniority, birthright,70

or other historical claims (Ali Shah et al., 2022). Many allocation schemes currently prac-71

ticed in large-scale irrigation systems, prioritize users according to these, or related cri-72

teria (we discuss some representative systems in the following sections). However, mul-73

tiple studies report instances where allocation systems designed for maximizing economic74

performance fail to ensure fairness and equity in water distribution (Bell et al., 2015; Muham-75

mad et al., 2016). This failure arises from the fact that while optimizing their prescribed76

objectives, these systems inadvertently neglect the distributional impacts on marginal-77

ized or disadvantaged segments of society. In such systems, the very criteria that enhance78

productivity and economic output undermine considerations of social justice and fair-79

ness. Hence, even within allocation mechanisms, tension persists between the objectives80

of maximizing productivity and promoting social justice. While legacy allocation mech-81

anisms from the age of the Industrial Revolution (such as those practiced in many large-82

scale irrigation systems), are designed for equity, they are dominantly supply-based, with-83

out the flexibility to adjust allocation during run-time to enhance the productivity of wa-84

ter that is already scarce to begin with (Anwar et al., 2016). Therefore, there is a need85

to explicitly incorporate equity-based design within priority-based allocation frameworks86

to balance productivity and equity goals. Hybrid allocation schemes like these are cur-87

rently operational in various real-world irrigation systems, and specific examples are elab-88

orated upon in the subsequent sections.89

In this paper, we concern ourselves with the limits of equity that can be achieved90

across an extensive spectrum of water allocation schemes. As mentioned previously, these91

limits are sensitive to the availability of water at each particular time. In practice, var-92

ious methods of assessing equity are employed such as the coefficient of variation (Siddiqi93

et al., 2018; D. J. Molden & Gates, 1990), the Gini coefficient (Anwar & Ul Haq, 2013),94

and other statistical measures that report the variation of a distribution. However, less95

thought is given to the limits of performance that can be obtained w.r.t. these statis-96

tical metrics and the entire range of the metrics is often assumed to be in play. Here,97

we assert that the performance space of any allocation mechanism is fundamentally con-98

strained by limits inherent to the mechanism itself. These limits, if understood correctly,99

can provide valuable insights into the potential of the individual mechanisms to achieve100

equitable distribution and perform well w.r.t. measures related to fair resource alloca-101

tion. Furthermore, if the sensitivity of these performance limits to variability in the re-102

source supply is quantified beforehand, it can help predict the performance of the allo-103

cation mechanism when subjected to climate shocks and other perturbations to prevail-104

ing environmental conditions. Thus, the evaluation of any allocation mechanism should105

not be restricted to single measures of equity alone, but must also be coupled with mea-106

sures of reliability in supply.107

In what follows, we conduct a novel analysis of the performance limits of water al-108

location mechanisms in a coupled equity-reliability space. We begin by introducing a ty-109

pology of canonical water allocation mechanisms that categorize all possible mechanisms110

w.r.t. the resulting distribution of demand fulfillment among individual consumers. Uni-111

form distribution, resulting from equity-inspired allocation schemes lies at one end of the112

spectrum, whereas prioritized distribution, resulting from efficiency-inspired allocation113

schemes lies at the other end. Hybrid mechanisms that combine aspects of both uniform114

and priority-based mechanisms lie in between. After defining system-level metrics of sup-115

ply reliability, and distribution equity, we rigorously derive the theoretical performance116

limits of all canonical allocation mechanisms w.r.t. these metrics. We discuss the equity-117

reliability space in detail and comment on feasible operating regions within this space.118

We see that for the entire range of supply reliability, the best performance w.r.t. equity119
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is obtained when allocation is purely uniform, whereas the worst performance is obtained120

when allocation is purely priority-based. Any operating point in-between may be real-121

ized by varying the proportion of initial entitlements in a hybrid allocation scheme. The122

theoretical results are complemented by numerical simulations of a selected agricultural123

district in the Central Punjab region of Pakistan. In the end, we speculate about the ap-124

plication of this study to large-scale irrigation systems of hierarchical structure where125

satisfactory performance must be obtained at multiple levels within the hierarchy. We126

conclude with a discussion of limitations and directions for future research.127

2 Water allocation mechanisms128

Here, we characterize allocation mechanisms based on the adequacy distribution129

of individual users. Adequacy is the widely used metric for performance evaluation of130

irrigation water allocations (Kharrou et al., 2013; D. J. Molden & Gates, 1990). It is de-131

fined as the fraction of water demand that is fulfilled. We categorize the widely used wa-132

ter allocation mechanisms into three canonical types: priority-based allocation, uniform133

allocation, and hybrid allocation. Priority-based and uniform allocation can be viewed134

as special cases of hybrid allocation. The canonical types of water allocation mechanisms,135

their adequacy distributions, and real-world examples of countries where these canon-136

ical allocation mechanisms are applied at different locations and sectors are described137

in Table 1. It is important to note that these canonical allocation types do not cover the138

entire range of possible allocation mechanisms. Therefore, we separately define the ar-139

bitrary allocation mechanism with any possible adequacy distribution. Below, we describe140

the types of water allocation mechanisms in detail.141

2.1 Priority-based allocation142

In such type of allocation mechanisms, some users are prioritized over others. In143

priority-based allocation, some users receive water exactly equal to their demand, one144

user’s demand is partially fulfilled and remaining users receive no water at all. The wa-145

ter allocation principle of “first in time, first in right” used in Western United States is146

one example of the priority-based allocation (Savenije & Van der Zaag, 2000). Many demand-147

based allocation mechanisms fall into the category of priority-based allocation. These148

demand-based allocation mechanisms prioritize users according to their water demand.149

For example, in a demand-based allocation mechanism described by Hassan et al. (2021),150

users bid for water by providing information of water demand and willingness to pay the151

water authority. Next, the water authority arranges the competing users’ bids so that152

users with the highest bid receive water with the first preference and so on. The scale153

of such allocation mechanisms remains low due to lack of demand information availabil-154

ity (Nakasone & Torero, 2016). Various regions in different other countries use priority-155

based allocation mechanisms to fulfill demand of users e.g., Kazakhstan (Karatayev et156

al., 2017), Iran (RazaviToosi & Samani, 2019), and Australia (Gómez-Limón et al., 2020).157

2.2 Uniform allocation158

In this type of allocation, adequacy level of all users is same. One example of uni-159

form allocation is supply-based allocation. Supply-based allocation mechanisms do not160

take into account the actual water demand of the users. Water delivered in excess of the161

demand is usually wasted in the form of run-off. Similarly, any deficit in supply is borne162

by the crop as water stress. Suppose the irrigation delivery schedule determined by the163

authority does not align with a farmer’s crop water requirements. In that case, the farmer164

either has to invest in an expensive alternative such as pumped groundwater or face a165

low yield. For example, in Indus basin irrigation system, water is allocated at the farm166

level using a supply-based fixed rotational schedule scheme, known as warabandi, insti-167

tutionalized under British colonial rule (Anwar & Ahmad, 2020). Under this supply-based168
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Table 1. The types of canonical water allocation mechanisms, their adequacy distributions,

and real-world examples of countries where allocation mechanisms are applied at different loca-

tions and sectors.

Allocation Mechanism
Types

Adequacy distributions Real-world examples

Priority based
allocation: In this type
of mechanism some users
are prioritise over others,
e.g., the western United
States water allocation

principle of “first in time,
first in right” (Bruns et

al., 2005).

Western United States
(Savenije & Van der
Zaag, 2000), Kazakhstan
(Karatayev et al., 2017),
Iran (RazaviToosi &
Samani, 2019), and Aus-
tralia (Gómez-Limón et
al., 2020).

Uniform allocation: In
this type of allocation,
the adequacy level of
all users is same, e.g.,
In Pakistan, a round-
robin mechanism is being
used to distribute equal
amount of water among
users (Ali Shah et al.,
2022).

Pakistan (Hassan et al.,
2021), India (Khepar
et al., 2000), Nether-
lands, and Europe
(M. Van Rijswick et al.,
2012; H. Van Rijswick,
2015).

Hybrid allocation
(Priority-based al-
location with water
rights): In this type of
distribution, all users
receive a base amount
of water and some users
receive additional water
depending upon their
demand, e.g., water en-
titlements in most of the
water markets provide
base amount of water to
users (Bajaj et al., 2022)

Chile (Donoso et
al., 2021), Australia
(Ann Wheeler & Garrick,
2020), and California,
United State (Arellano-
Gonzalez et al., 2021).
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scheme, during a rotation cycle, each user receives a fixed amount of water in fixed turns169

depending upon her farm land size (Ireson, 2019). This is in contrast to demand-based170

water allocation schemes, where the water received by farmers depends upon their de-171

mand (Xiao et al., 2016). Various regions and countries in the world use supply side wa-172

ter allocation mechanisms to ensure equitable supply of water amoung users, e.g., Pak-173

istan, Mexico, India, Netherlands, Europe, Chile, and Australia (Hassan et al., 2021; Khepar174

et al., 2000; Delorit et al., 2019; Gleick, 2003; M. Van Rijswick et al., 2012; H. Van Ri-175

jswick, 2015).176

2.3 Hybrid allocation177

In such type of distributions, all users receive a base amount of water equivalent178

to their entitlement or water right, and some users receive additional water depending179

on their demand using priority-based allocation approach. For example, in water mar-180

kets, water entitlements or initial water rights provide a base amount of water to users181

and users with high water demand buy additional water (Bajaj et al., 2022). Hybrid al-182

location mechanisms are commonly implemented in two ways. In one case, all users first183

receive their entitled water then additional water is allocated to certain priority users.184

The prioritized users are defined based on their socio-economic vulnerability or other sim-185

ilar factors. In second case, demand fulfilment of prioritized users is ensured first. The186

remaining water is then distributed equally among the other users (Wheeler, 2014). Hy-187

brid allocations have recently gained popularity in many regions of the world, e.g., Cal-188

ifornia, United States (Arellano-Gonzalez et al., 2021), Australia (Ann Wheeler & Gar-189

rick, 2020), and Chile (Donoso et al., 2021).190

2.4 Arbitrary allocation191

In arbitrary allocation, we consider the possibility that the canonical allocation mech-192

anisms may not represent all real-world allocation mechanisms. Therefore, we separately193

study mechanisms in which adequacy distributions may take any form and call them ar-194

bitrary allocation mechanisms. These cover the canonical allocation mechanisms and any195

other allocation mechanism.196

The statistics for the allocation distribution arising from the canonical allocation197

mechanisms are more easily analyzed than arbitrary allocation mechanisms. Thus, in198

this paper we first assess the adequacy, reliability and equity of the canonical allocation199

mechanisms. The analysis is then extended towards arbitrary allocation mechanisms.200

3 Metrics for Performance Assessment201

The performance of an allocation scheme can be gauged by how well adequate and202

reliable water supply is provided equitably to users (Fan et al., 2018; D. J. Molden &203

Gates, 1990). In an irrigation system, if farms do not receive adequate water, crops may204

go under stress. Furthermore, the reliable water supply gives farmers the ability to pre-205

dict and plan to obtain maximum agricultural yield. Moreover, a successful irrigation206

system requires fairness among water users (De Loë & Bjornlund, 2008). Thus, measur-207

ing the current performance of allocation mechanisms is necessary, so actions can be taken208

to improve the performance of the allocation mechanism. Performance assessment is re-209

garded as an effective method to reduce the gap between the actual and projected per-210

formance of allocation schemes (Kazbekov et al., 2009).211

For performance assessment, different performance measures are used to analyze212

water allocation schemes. Performance assessment of the water allocation schemes is per-213

formed for various reasons, such as comparing the performance of one allocation mech-214

anism with another (D. Molden et al., 2007; Cordery et al., 2009), evaluating trends of215

the water users (Moreno-Pérez & Roldán-Cañas, 2013), and diagnostic evaluation (Shakir216
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et al., 2010). The performance assessment measures of allocation schemes are classified217

into internal and external assessment measures. Most allocation schemes’ performance218

evaluation research focuses on external assessment indicators, mainly water-use efficiency,219

economic efficiency, environmental footprints, and agricultural yield (Xu et al., 2011; Hol-220

landers et al., 2005). However, few studies have evaluated internal performance assess-221

ment indicators, such as adequacy, reliability, and equity, due to lack of information about222

water demand and supply.223

The performance measures of adequacy, reliability, and equity are considered when224

assessing allocation mechanisms from the water supply and demand management per-225

spective. Adequacy is a measure of supply to demand, one of the main targets of an al-226

location system. Adequacy is used to calculate reliability and equity. Reliability is de-227

fined as the temporal stability of the water supply; it is the degree to which the alloca-228

tion mechanism satisfies the expectations of the users. Equity is the notion of fairness229

among users. Equity and reliability depend on water supply, water management poli-230

cies, legal structure, regulations, and infrastructure for water deliveries (Klümper et al.,231

2017). The definition of sustainable water availability for water users also has an em-232

bedded notion of reliability, and equity (Siddiqi et al., 2018). Reliability and equity vary233

depending on the adequacy distribution encountered as a result of the selected alloca-234

tion mechanism. Thus, in this research, we use adequacy, reliability, and equity to gauge235

the performance of different allocation mechanisms.236

Equity and reliability depend on a number of factors that include surface water sup-237

ply, water entitlements, allocation policy, access and management of infrastructure and238

regulations for water supply (Klümper et al., 2017). Equity in surface water allocation239

is achieved when the amount of water provided to each user is proportional to her wa-240

ter demand. Reliability represents consistency in surface water supply to users. The re-241

liability of surface water supply is very crucial for users like farmers, as it enables them242

to optimally use and predict water availability that can help improve crop production.243

We suppose there are N users in the water allocation and distribution network. A244

single user is denoted by n ∈ {1, 2, 3, ....., N}. A complete cropping season consists of245

a total of K allocation cycles. The kth allocation cycle is ((k−1)T, kT ], where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ......,K}246

and the fixed time interval T denotes the duration between successive water allocation247

decisions.248

3.1 Adequacy249

We define the adequacy αn(k) as a ratio of amount of water received to the wa-
ter demand. The ratio αn(k) for the user n in the kth decision cycle is as follows

αn(k) = min

(
1,

water received

water demand

)
. (1)

The above ratio is such that αn(k) = 0 when no water is received by a user, 0 < αn(k) <250

1 when water received by a user is less than her demand, and αn(k) = 1 when water251

delivered is equivalent to the water demand. If a user receives water greater than her wa-252

ter demand, the extra water received is of no use. Therefore, we assume that the max-253

imum adequacy value is 1. An adequacy distribution α(k) for an allocation cycle is a vec-254

tor of adequacy values for each user in that allocation cycle interval, i.e.,255

α(k) = [α1(k), α2(k), α3(k), ....., αN (k)].256

3.2 Interval reliability257

Interval reliability r(k) is the average water received by all users in the kth deci-
sion cycle. This metric measures the range in which water demands are met for all users
during the kth decision cycle. If the water demand of all N users is fully met during the
kth decision cycle of a cropping season, then r(k) = 1. Interval reliability is calculated
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as follows

r(k) =

∑N
n=1 αn(k)

N
. (2)

The maximum value for interval reliability is attained when all users receive water equal258

to their demand, i.e., α1(k) = α2(k) = α3(k) = ....... = αN (k) = 1. Now, replacing259

these αn(k) values in (2) gives us the value 1 for the interval reliability. It implies that260

interval reliability cannot get value more than 1 when water is being distributed using261

any allocation scheme.262

The minimum value of the interval reliability is achieved when no one receives wa-263

ter, i.e., αn(k) = 0 ∀n. In this case interval reliability would be zero.264

So, the interval reliability always remains in the interval [0, 1]. It implies that the265

interval reliability cannot get value less than zero or greater than 1.266

3.3 Interval Equity267

Interval equity e(k) is the coefficient of variation (Brown, 1998) of adequacy (αn(k))
across the users in a water allocation network during the kth allocation decision cycle.
This concept is derived from the idea that geographical variation in performance can be
used to assess equity (D. J. Molden & Gates, 1990; Kaghazchi et al., 2021). When the
variation across users in a kth decision cycle is low, then interval equity e(k) is low. Wa-
ter allocation is absolutely equitable when e(k) = 0. Interval equity quantifies the vari-
ation in water allocation across different users, and it evaluates whether different users
in a water allocation and distribution network are getting equal water supply or not. For
example, if the water received by all users is 90% of their water demand in a kth deci-
sion cycle, then perfect interval equity is achieved. In contrast, the interval equity value
is higher if half users are receiving 40% of their water demand while the rest are receiv-
ing 80% of their demand. Interval equity is calculated as follows

e(k) =
σ(α(k))

µ(α(k))
, (3)

where µ(α(k)) and σ(α(k)) are the mean and standard deviation respectively and are
defined as follows

µ(α(k)) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

αn(k),

σ(α(k)) =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(αn(k)− µ(αn(k)))2.

(4)

The maximum value for interval equity e(k) is attained when N−1 users have αn(k) =268

0 and only one user has non-zero α value, i.e., αN (k) = a, where 0 < a ≤ 1, (Cox,269

2010). Now, replacing these αn(k) values in (3) give us a maximum interval equity value270

of
√
N . It shows that interval equity cannot get value more than

√
N when water is be-271

ing distributed using the priority based allocation.272

The minimum value of the interval equity is achieved when all users receive same273

amount of water, i.e., αn(k) = a ∀n. In this case µ(αn(k)) = a and σ(αn(k)) = 0274

∀n, therefore interval equity would be zero.275

Therefore, the interval equity always remains in the interval [0,
√
N ], where N is276

the total number of users. It implies that interval equity cannot get a value less than zero277

and greater than
√
N .278
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3.4 Reliability279

Reliability R is define as the mean of interval reliability r(k) across all allocation
cycles. Reliability is calculated as follows

R =

∑K
k=1 r(k)

K
. (5)

The reliability range is same as the interval reliability range [0, 1], since reliability is sim-280

ply the mean of the interval reliability.281

3.5 Equity282

Equity E is defined as the mean of interval equity e(k) across all allocation cycles.
Equity is calculated as follows

E = µ(e(k)) =

∑K
k=1 e(k)

K
. (6)

The equity range is same as interval equity range [0,
√
N ] since equity is simply the mean283

of interval equity.284

3.6 The Equity-Reliability Triangle285

In previous subsections, ranges of the performance metrics are given in general when286

water is allocated to users through any water allocation mechanism. In reality, these met-287

rics are related to each other, i.e., they influence each others ranges. Intuitively, this also288

makes sense, because reliability and equity depend on the same adequacy distributions,289

therefore there exists some co-relation between these two quantities. In next sections,290

we will prove that the equity-reliability space is as shown in Fig. 1 when water is allo-291

cated using any allocation mechanism. The shaded region in Fig. 1 shows the range of292

equity values for each reliability value that is achievable when water is allocated through293

any mechanism.294

In case of water abundance, when all users receive water equal to their demand,295

the perfect equity-reliability point is achieved in the equity-reliability space, i.e., R =296

1 and E = 0, as shown in Fig. 1. Ideally, one wants to operate an allocation mecha-297

nism at perfect equity-reliability point. However, under scarcity the worst-case perfor-298

mance degrades as shown in Fig. 1. In case of scarcity, the reliability decreases which299

can be distributed among users in many ways. The best case occurs if scarcity is distributed300

among users equally and the reliability-equity point occurs on reliability axis. The worst301

case occurs when scarcity is distributed disproportionately towards only few users. It is302

important to note that since the reliability is average of interval reliability across mul-303

tiple allocation cycles, therefore it is possible to perform even worse than that of a sin-304

gle allocation cycle.305

4 Performance limits306

In this section, we first derive the performance limits for equity and reliability of307

each canonical allocation mechanism. We present the detailed mathematical calculations,308

discuss the placement of each mechanism in the equity-reliability space, and identify how309

allocation policy can be tuned to traverse this space. In the end, we show that the bounds310

are valid for adequacy distributions arising from any possible allocation mechanism, not311

just the three canonical mechanisms for which the bounds are calculated.312
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Figure 1. For any arbitrary allocation mechanism, shaded region shows the possible range of

equity for each value of reliability.

4.1 Priority-based allocation313

In priority-based allocation, the water authority makes a priority list and allocates314

water to the first user in the priority list. Next, if there is still water left, a user with sec-315

ond priority gets water, and so on. Therefore, when water is allocated through a priority-316

based allocation mechanism, some users’ demand gets fulfilled, one user’s demand gets317

partially fulfilled and the remaining users get no water. Hence, in a network of N users,318

fulfilled population count is i, one user’s demand is partially fulfilled, and unfulfilled pop-319

ulation count is N − i− 1. For priority-based allocation, we assume that first i users’320

in the set {1, 2, 3.....N} are the users with fulfilled demand, the i+1th user in the set321

is the user with partially fulfilled demand and N−i−1 users with unfulfilled demand322

are the users from i+2 to N user in the same set {1, 2, 3.....N}. The adequacy level of323

the i users with fulfilled demand, the one user with partially fulfilled demand, and the324

N−i users with unfulfilled demand is one, 0 ≤ b(k) < 1, and zero, respectively. Graph-325

ical demonstration of the priority-based allocation is shown in Fig. 4a. Next, to find re-326

liability and equity performance limits, we first need interval reliability and interval eq-327

uity when i users’ demand is fulfilled.328

4.1.1 Relationship between interval equity and interval reliability329

We first calculate the interval reliability when water is allocated through priority-
based allocation. The interval reliability r(k), when the fulfilled population count is i,
is calculated by placing α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1, αi+1(k) = b(k), and
αi+2(k) = αi+3(k) = .... = αN−1 = αN = 0 in (2) which gives us

r(k) =
i+ b(k)

N
. (7)

To find the equity performance limits we need interval equity when the fulfilled pop-330

ulation count is i.331

Lemma 4.1. In priority-based allocation, for N users the interval equity is given as,

e(k) =
1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)
, (8)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.332

Proof. For proof see Appendix A.1. ■333
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For the different number of users in a network, the relationship between interval334

reliability and interval equity is graphically demonstrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of relationship between interval equity and interval relia-

bility when water is allocated using priority-based allocation.

335

Next, we use the interval reliability and the interval equity value when the fulfilled336

population count is i to measure the relationship between reliability and equity for the337

priority-based allocation. Reliability and equity are calculated over the total K alloca-338

tion cycles, while interval reliability and interval equity are calculated for a single allo-339

cation cycle k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ....K}. To find the reliability and equity relationship, we mea-340

sure the fulfilled population count i and interval reliability for each allocation cycle of341

the season.342

4.1.2 Relationship between equity and reliability343

To find the relationship between reliability and equity, we find the equity perfor-
mance limits for each reliability value from the complete reliability range [0, 1]. A reli-
ability value R is equal to the mean of interval reliability across all allocation cycles i.e.,

R =
∑K

k=1 r(k)

K = 1
K (r(1) + r(2) + ......+ r(K − 1) + r(K)), where 0 ≤ r(k) ≤ 1.

Therefore, to find the maximum and minimum equity value for each reliability value R,
we can maximize and minimize following optimization problem for the complete relia-
bility R range [0, 1],

max /min
{r(1),r(2),....,r(K)}

1

K

(
K∑

k=1

1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)

)
,

Subject to

1

K
(r(1) + r(2) + ......+ r(K − 1) + r(K)) = R,

0 < r(k) ≤ 1.

(P1)

The objective function of optimization Problem P1 is non-convex and thus the Problem
is NP-hard (Hochba, 1997). We can relax problem P1 by replacing ⌊Nr(k)⌋ with Nr(k).
This relaxation implies b(k) = 0, i.e., users are either receiving water equal to their de-
mand or receiving no water at all. Hence, a user is either part of the fulfilled population
with count i or the unfulfilled population with count N − i. This also implies the fol-
lowing relations

r(k) = ri =
i

N
, (9)
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and

e(k) = ei =

√
N(1− r(k))

r(k)(N − 1)
=

√
N(N − i)

i(N − 1)
, (10)

where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N}. After substitution, the relaxation of Problem P1 can be rewrit-344

ten as follows345

max /min
{r(1),r(2),....,r(K)}

1

K

(
K∑

k=1

√
N(1− r(k))

r(k)(N − 1)

)
,

Subject to

1

K
(r(1) + r(2) + ......+ r(K − 1) + r(K)) = R,

0 < r(k) ≤ 1.

(P2)

Even though the Problem P2 is nonconvex. We can transform this problem into a liner
optimization problem. Since there are K decision cycles and in each decision cycle k the
interval reliability r(k) and interval equity e(k) can only take on values ri and ei given
in (9) and (10) respectively. For this purpose, we rewrite equity E and reliability R in
terms of interval equity ei and interval reliability ri respectively. The equity E can be
written as the weighted sum of interval reliability ei as follows

E =

N∑
i=1

wiei, (11)

where wi represents the friction of the total allocation cycles K in which interval equity
is ei. The sum of weights is equal to 1, i.e., w1+w2+ ......+wi−1+wi+wi+1+ .....+
wN = 1. All weights w1, w2, ...., wN are also non negative, i.e., wi ≥ 0. We can simi-
larly write reliability R as the weighted sum of interval reliability ri i.e., R =

∑N
i=1 wiri =

r1w1+r2w2+ ......+rN−1wN−1+rNwN . We add this reliability constraint to find the
equity value for each specific reliability value R from the reliability range [0, 1]. So in or-
der to find the relationship between reliability and equity, we have to maximize and min-
imize following optimization problem which is a relaxed version of the optimization prob-
lem P1,

max /min
{w1,w2,...,wN}

N∑
i=1

wiei,

Subject to

w1 + w2 + ......+ wN−1 + wN = 1,

r1w1 + r2w2 + ...+ riwi + ...+ rN−1wN−1 + rNwN = R,

0 < wi ≤ 1,

0 ≤ R ≤ 1.

(P3)

where ri, ei are constant and N is a system parameter representing the total number of346

users. Fig. 3 shows the equity range for each value of reliability by solving P3 numer-347

ically. We see for a very large number of users, the lower bound on equity converges to348

zero. Comparing Fig. 3 with fig. 2 it can be seen that for the same x-axis value the lower349

bound on equity is same as the interval equity value. It is important to note that since350

the equity is average of interval equity across multiple allocation cycles, therefore it is351

possible to perform even worse than that of a single allocation cycle.352
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Figure 3. For different numbers of users N , the shaded region in each figure shows the equity

range for each value of the reliability when water is allocated using the priority-based allocation.

Figure 4. Graphical representation of the three canonical allocations and arbitrary alloca-

tion. a) priority-based allocation, b)the uniform allocation, c) hybrid allocation, d) arbitrary

allocation.

4.2 Uniform allocation353

In case of uniform allocation, the adequacy level of all users is same. Therefore, the354

interval reliability for uniform allocation is equal to the adequacy level of an allocation355
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cycle because the interval reliability is the simple mean of the adequacy of all users in356

an allocation cycle. If adequacy level for all users in an allocation cycle is equal to a(k),357

the interval reliability is calculated by placing α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αN−1 = αN =358

a(k) in (2), which give us interval reliability equal to the adequacy level a(k). The graph-359

ical demonstration of the uniform allocation is shown in Fig. 4b.360

The interval equity, when the adequacy level in an allocation cycle is a(k) for all361

users, can be calculated by placing α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αN−1 = αN = a(k) in (4)362

which gives us the mean equal to the adequacy level a(k), and the standard deviation363

equal to zero. In this case, the interval equity value would be zero.364

To find the reliability and equity, we use the above calculated interval reliability365

and interval equity values for uniform allocation. The reliability is simply the mean of366

the interval reliability a(k), i.e., R =
∑K

k=1 a(k)

K = a(k).367

Thus, for uniform allocation, the equity always remains zero because the interval368

equity is zero during all allocation cycles.369

4.3 Hybrid allocation370

In hybrid allocation, a user is either receiving water equal to their demand or a min-371

imum base amount of water equal to their entitlement. Therefore, when water is allo-372

cated through hybrid allocation, a user is either part of the population count i with ful-373

filled demand or population count N−i with partially fulfilled demand. For hybrid al-374

location, we assume that first i users in the set {1, 2, 3, ..., N} are the users with fulfilled375

demand, and remaining N− i users in the set are the users with partially fulfilled de-376

mand. The adequacy level of the i users with fulfilled demand and N−i users with par-377

tially fulfilled demand is one and c respectively, where 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 is called minimum378

adequacy level. The graphical demonstration of the hybrid allocation is shown in Fig.379

4c. The minimum adequacy level c is decided at the beginning of the season and remains380

constant throughout the season because initial water rights or entitlements are same once381

decided. Next, to find reliability and equity performance limits we need interval relia-382

bility and interval equity when the fulfilled population count is i.383

4.3.1 Relationship between interval equity and interval reliability384

We first calculate the interval reliability when water is allocated through hybrid
allocation. The interval reliability r(k) when the fulfilled population count is i, is cal-
culated by substituting α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1, and αi+1(k) = αi+2(k) =
.... = αN−1 = αN = c in (2) which gives us

r(k) = ri =
i+ (N − i)c

N
. (12)

To find the equity performance limits we need interval equity when the fulfilled pop-385

ulation count is i.386

Lemma 4.2. In hybrid allocation, for N users the interval equity e(k) is given as,

e(k) = ei =
1− c

i+ (N − i)c

√
N.i.(N − i)

N − 1
(13)

where i represents the number of users with fulfilled demand and c represents the ad-387

equacy level of the population with partially-fulfilled demand.388

Proof. For proof see Appendix A.2. ■389

We know from (12) that Nr(k) = i+ (N − i)c where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N} and 0 ≤390

1. Therefore for a value of interval reliability r(k), there are multiple possible values of391
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i and c. Hence, for a value of interval reliability r(k). there is a range of interval equity392

e(k) given in Lemma Appendix A.2.393

Lemma 4.3. In hybrid allocation, for N users the range of interval equity e(k) is given
as, [

0,
1− r(k)

r(k)

√
N.⌊Nr(k)⌋

(N − 1)(N − ⌊Nr(k)⌋)

]
, (14)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.394

Proof. for proof see Appendix A.3. ■395

Figure 5. Graphical representation of interval equity range with respect to interval reliability

when water is allocated using hybrid allocation.

For different number of users in a network, the range of interval equity with respect396

to interval reliability is graphically demonstrated in Fig. 5. At the small interval reli-397

ability values the upper range of interval equity is high.398

Now, we use the interval reliability and the interval equity value when the fulfilled399

population count is i to calculate the relationship between reliability and equity for the400

hybrid allocation. Reliability and equity are calculated over the total of k allocation cy-401

cles while interval reliability and interval equity are calculated for a single allocation cy-402

cle k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ....K}. The adequacy for partially-filled users throughout the season is403

c. The equity and reliability are not independent. The equity value changes as the re-404

liability value changes, and vice versa. Next, we describe the relationship between re-405

liability and equity when water is allocated using the hybrid allocation.406

4.3.2 Relationship between equity and reliability407

To find the relationship between reliability and equity, we find the equity perfor-
mance limits. We know from Lemma Appendix A.3 that for all values of interval reli-
ability the lower limit on interval equity is zero. Thus, the lower bound on equity is al-
ways zero due to the possibility of all population having adequacy equal to the minimum
adequacy level c. In this case, the reliability would be 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 and equity would be
zero. We find the upper limit on equity for each reliability value from the complete re-
liability range [0, 1]. A reliability value R is equal to the mean of interval reliability across

all allocation cycles i.e., R =
∑K

k=1 r(k)

K = 1
K (r(1) + r(2) + ......+ r(K − 1) + r(K)),

where 0 ≤ r(k) ≤ 1. Since there are K decision cycles and in each decision cycle k
the interval reliability r(k) and interval equity e(k) can only take on values ri and ei given
in (12) and (A5) respectively. For this purpose, we rewrite equity E and reliability R
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in terms of interval equity ei and interval reliability ri respectively. The equity E can
be written as the weighted sum of interval reliability ei as follows

E =

N∑
i=1

wiei, (15)

where wi represents the friction of the total allocation cycles K in which interval equity
is ei. The sum of weights is equal to 1, i.e., w1+w2+ ......+wi−1+wi+wi+1+ .....+
wN = 1. All weights w1, w2, ...., wN are also non negative, i.e., wi ≥ 0. We can simi-
larly write reliability R as the weighted sum of interval reliability ri i.e., R =

∑N
i=1 wiri =

r1w1+r2w2+ ......+rN−1wN−1+rNwN . We add this reliability constraint to find the
equity value for each specific reliability value R from the reliability range [0, 1]. There-
fore, to find the upper limit on equity for each reliability value R, we can maximize fol-
lowing optimization problem for the complete reliability R range [0, 1],

max
{w1,w2,...,wN}

N∑
i=1

wiei,

Subject to

w1 + w2 + ......+ wN−1 + wN = 1,

r1w1 + r2w2 + ...+ riwi + ...+ rN−1wN−1 + rNwN = R,

0 < wi ≤ 1,

0 ≤ R ≤ 1.

(P4)

where ri, ei are constant and N is a system parameter representing the total number of408

users. Fig. 6 shows the upper bound on equity for each value of reliability and differ-409

ent values of minimum adequacy level c by solving P4 numerically. Priority-based allo-410

cation is spacial case of hybrid allocation when c = 0. The worse case performance of411

equity improves as the minimum adequacy level c of the users with partially-fulfilled de-412

mand increases. As the adequacy level c increases the domain of reliability change, e.g.,413

when c = 50% the possible reliability range is (0.50, 1]. In hybrid allocation, the eq-414

uity is zero when reliability is less than 1+(N−1)c
N for single allocation cycle because in415

this case water supply is not enough to fulfill atleast one user demand and all users get416

water equal to the minimum adequacy level c where c = R
N . For example, in Fig. 6,417

for c = 0, the equity value is zero for reliability range [0, 1
N ) and non zero at reliabil-418

ity 1
N .419

Figure 6. For different numbers of users N and different values of minimum adequacy level c,

upper limit on equity for the complete range of reliability values.
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4.4 Arbitrary allocation420

In arbitrary allocation, the adequacy distributions of users may take any form in-421

cluding the adequacy distributions of the three canonical allocation mechanisms. The422

graphical demonstration of arbitrary allocation is shown in Fig. 4d. Next, we present423

the relationship between reliability and equity for allocation mechanism with any arbi-424

trary adequacy distribution. For this purpose we first present the bound on interval eq-425

uity.426

Lemma 4.4. In arbitrary allocation, for N users the interval equity range is given as[
0,

1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)

]
, (16)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.427

Proof. For proof see Appendix A.4. ■428

For different number of users in a network, the range of interval equity with respect429

to reliability is graphically demonstrated in Fig. 7. At the small interval reliability val-430

ues the interval equity values are high. Next, we use the upper and lower limits of in-431

terval equity range to find out the equity range for each possible reliability value for ar-432

bitrary allocation. The lower bound on equity is zero for the complete range of reliabil-

Figure 7. Graphical representation of interval equity range with respect to interval reliability

when water is allocated using arbitrary allocation.

433

ity, because equity is average of interval equity and interval equity lower bound is zero434

for the complete range of interval reliability as shown in Lemma Appendix A.4. For ar-435

bitrary allocation, the upper bound on interval equity range is same as the interval eq-436

uity value for priority-based allocation. Hence, for arbitrary allocation, upper bound on437

equity is same as the upper bound in equity for the priority-based allocation. The up-438

per bound on equity for priority-based allocation is derived in Section 4.1.2. The range439

of equity for each value of reliability is shown in Fig. 1.440

5 Simulations441

In this section, we first present the simulation setup to evaluate reliability and eq-442

uity performance limits when water is allocated using a particular priority-based allo-443

cation mechanism and a hybrid allocation mechanism. The setup is constructed from444

data gathered from a real-world irrigation district in Central Punjab in Pakistan. Then445
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we present simulations for arbitrary allocation. We develop Monte-Carlo simulations to446

analyze equity and reliability over the realistic range of model parameters for priority-447

based, hybrid, and arbitrary allocation.448

5.1 Simulation setup449

The selected study area is located in the Moza Joyia area in the Okara district of450

the Punjab province, Pakistan. The 91093 / L watercourse irrigates the case study area.451

There are 24 farmers who own a portion of the land in the case study region, i.e., N =452

24. Data collected at the case study site is from July 2018 to October 2018. We use data453

for a khareef cropping season, from July 2018 to October 2018, which is 17 weeks, that454

is, K = 17.455

We carry out Monte-Carlo simulations by changing the parameter values over a range456

that mimics the real-world context. We need data on water demand and water supply457

in the study area to carry out the simulations. The maximum surface water supply for458

the farmers in the study region watercourse is 1.6×106 cusec, and available surface wa-459

ter supply range is [0, 1.6 × 106] cusec. The water demand of a farm is calculated us-460

ing deep percolation constant, reference evapotranspiration, crop coefficient, precipita-461

tion, and soil moisture level. Details about measuring ranges of these parameters in the462

study region are provided by Hassan et al. (2021). The dimensionless deep percolation463

constant range is [0.5×10−4, 2×10−4]. The reference evapotranspiration and crop co-464

efficient are randomly chosen from the range provided by Ullah et al. (2001) for the study465

region. The precipitation data set for the study region is taken from the NASA data por-466

tal (NASA, 2021). The given 21 samples are used to randomly select daily precipitation467

for the study region. For each farm, the initial soil moisture level is selected from an in-468

terval [10%, 25%] using a uniform distribution.469

5.2 Priority-based allocation470

We validate the reliability and equity performance limits derived in Section 4.1 of471

priority-based allocation by presenting Monte-Carlo simulations for a particular priority-472

based allocation mechanism describe in details by Hassan et al. (2021). In this priority-473

based allocation mechanism, each user is interested in securing a shared resource, i.e.,474

surface water. The shared resource is managed by a central planner. The complete sea-475

son is divided into time interval of fixed duration. At the beginning of each time inter-476

val, the central planner asks for bids from the users. Users’ bids consist of information477

on water demand and their valuation of water. Then, based on the demand, valuation,478

and availability of the shared resource, the central planner sorts the bids in descending479

order and starts fulfilling the demand from the top. Details of this mechanism are pro-480

vided in Hassan et al. (2021). This mechanism of resource allocation falls under the cat-481

egory of priority-based allocation, as some users are receiving water equal to their de-482

mand and remaining users do not receive water.483

Fig. 8a represents the equity vs. reliability relationship for Monte-Carlo simula-484

tions when water is allocated using the demand-based allocation mechanism described485

above. We have reiterated the simulations for 1×104 time instances. There are 24 users486

in the network, i.e., N = 24. equity for the range of reliability should remain within487

the upper and lower bounds of the priority-based allocation. For the Monte-Carlo sim-488

ulations, all the equity and reliability values stay within these limits as shown in Fig. 8a,489

which validates the upper and lower bounds derived earlier.490

5.3 Hybrid allocation491

Next, we validate the reliability and equity performance limits of hybrid allocation492

by presenting Monte-Carlo simulations for a particular hybrid allocation mechanism. This493
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Figure 8. The equity vs. reliability relationship for Monte-Carlo simulations: a) when water

is allocated using a demand-based allocation mechanism described in Hassan et al. (2021), which

falls under the category of priority-based allocation, b) when water is allocated using uniform

allocation, c) when water is allocated using arbitrary allocation. The plane is discretized into a

grid and individual points lie at the center of each cell. The color of the points represents the

number of times a simulated scenario fell within that cell.

hybrid allocation consists of two steps: surface water allocation based on initial water494

rights and demand-based surface water reallocation and distribution based on a priority-495

based mechanism. First, the central planner allocates water based on initial water rights.496

We call the initial water rights the minimum adequacy level. Next, the central planner497

distributes the remaining water using the priority-based allocation mechanism described498

in Section 5.2. This mechanism of allocating resources falls under the category of hybrid499

allocation, as some users receive resources equal to their demand and remaining users500

receive resources equal to the minimum adequacy level.501

Fig. 8b represents the equity vs. reliability relationship for Monte-Carlo simula-502

tions when water is allocated using a particular hybrid allocation mechanism described503

above. We have reiterated the simulations for 1×104 times. For hybrid allocation, when504

there are 24 users in a network, i.e., N = 24, and minimum adequacy level is 2 %, i.e.,505

c = 0.20. Then, the equity for the range of reliability should remain below the upper506

bound of the hybrid allocation. In this case, the lower bound on equity is zero for the507

complete range of reliability. For the Monte-Carlo simulations, all the equity and reli-508

ability values remain within the upper and lower bounds. Hence, the simulations val-509

idate the performance limits of the hybrid allocation derived previously.510

5.4 Arbitrary allocation511

We validate the reliability and equity performance limits of arbitrary allocation mech-512

anism by presenting Monte-Carlo simulations. Fig. 8c represents the equity vs. reliabil-513

ity relationship for Monte-Carlo simulations when water is allocated using arbitrary al-514

location. In Monte-Carlo simulations, we assume there are 24 users, i.e., N = 24 in the515

network, and the season consists of 17 allocation cycles, i.e., K = 17. We have repeated516

the simulations for 0.206×106 times. The adequacy level for each user during each al-517

location cycle is generated using the beta distribution with a mean value between 0 and518

1. Fig. 8c shows that the equity and reliability value for each simulated point remains519

within the upper and lower limit of the equity and reliability, which implies that these520

bounds are valid for any allocation mechanisms. In Fig. 8, there are some regions with521

zero point count and some regions with multiple point count. This is mainly because of522

the selected scarcity range for each simulation.523
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6 Towards Large-scale Irrigation Systems524

In this paper, we have conducted a comprehensive analysis of the performance lim-525

its for water allocation mechanisms w.r.t. a coupled equity-reliability space. The anal-526

ysis conducted applies to the allocation of water at a single level, i.e., a single allocation527

scheme that directly receives water from the supply and distributes it to the farmers with-528

out the action of any intermediary decision-making bodies. While our study encompasses529

all allocation systems of this kind, it is essential to recognize that the assumption of a530

single-level hierarchy being valid in practical systems holds true only up to a certain scale.531

This assumption is rarely applicable to large-scale irrigation systems.532

Figure 9 illustrates the hierarchical structure of large-scale irrigation systems, fea-533

turing representative irrigation districts in Pakistan and China 1. The process of resource534

allocation in these system is complex and consists of multiple spatial and temporal scales.535

For example, in the Indus Basin Irrigation System (IBIS) in Pakistan (Shah et al., 2016),536

primary canals draw water from large reservoirs or headworks located on main rivers.537

The water drawn in these canals is subject to the decision of a national-level authority538

that is responsible for determining the water share of each province. Each province is539

further subdivided into administrative units referred to as circles, also known as zones.540

The provincial-level authorities are responsible for managing water allocation among these541

circles. These circles are then divided into smaller divisions, with secondary canals serv-542

ing as conduits for water distribution among these divisions. A circle-level authority as-543

sumes the responsibility of allocating water resources among the various divisions. Sub-544

sequently, divisions are further segmented into irrigation districts. At this level, divisional545

authorities make decisions regarding the allocation of water among these districts. Within546

each district, decisions pertaining to water distribution are made by the district irriga-547

tion authority, and the actual distribution of water is facilitated through tertiary canals.548

On farms, water is accessed directly from these tertiary canals by utilizing watercourses.549

At the farm level, the agriculture department assumes responsibility for the equitable550

distribution of water among individual farmers. A similar hierarchical structure is com-551

monly observed in other large-scale irrigation systems worldwide.552

The analysis of our paper is concerned with only a single level of hierarchy. In or-553

der to apply the analysis to a large-scale hierarchical irrigation system, the framework554

will need to be extended. In such an application, the individual decision-making blocks555

are situated in a cascaded manner, so that the decisions made at each stage are prop-556

agated down to the subsequent stage until the farm-level decisions are implemented. Since557

the allocation decisions themselves are made in accordance with the water demand, in-558

formation on the demand travels in a feedback manner from the farm level in a stage-559

wise sequence up to the highest decision-making level. While the performance analysis560

presented in this paper can be applied in isolation to each level, the framework will need561

to be extended so that feedback from each individual level is effectively incorporated in562

order to evaluate the performance of the entire irrigation system as a whole.563

Figure 10 depicts our vision of the application of our performance evaluation frame-564

work to a large-scale hierarchical irrigation system. The figure shows the cascaded decision-565

making levels and the propagation of demands as feedback in the hierarchy. Under the566

scope of this study, we have considered the evaluation of allocations made over the en-567

tire season as a batch process. Since the decisions are typically made over smaller inter-568

vals2 an opportunity is lost to compensate for any degradation in performance due to569

unforeseen circumstances at run time such as climate shocks and other associated dis-570

turbances. If the performance evaluation can be reformulated as an iterative process, the571

1 These systems are depicted here as representative examples. Such large-scale hierarchical irrigation

systems exist in many other parts of the world as well (Plusquellec, 2009).
2 For instance in the IBIS, the allocations at the farm level are made according to a weekly schedule.
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Figure 9. a) A demonstrative diagram of a large-scale irrigation system in Pakistan. b) A

demonstrative diagram of a large-scale irrigation system in China.

allocations can be adjusted according to the current performance of the system in or-572

der to salvage some of the potential performance of the system over the duration of the573

entire season. This presents a compelling avenue for future research.574

7 Discussion and Conclusion575

Although equity and reliability values are widely used to inform policymakers, their576

performance limits and the relation between these assessment indicators are not com-577

monly used in practice, to the best of our knowledge. The performance limits calculated578

in this paper can enable policy makers and irrigation system planners to gauge the over-579

all performance of any selected allocation mechanism. To assess an allocation mecha-580

nism’s performance, the irrigation planners can measure the equity and see where these581

values fall on the equity-reliability triangle. If the equity vs. reliability point is close to582

the zero equity axis in the equity-reliability triangle in Fig. 1, the allocation mechanism583

is working well. However, if the equity vs. reliability point is located towards the worst584

performance bound, then the irrigation planners may seek to modify the allocation scheme.585

Theoretically, as per the analysis in this paper, the best way to allocate water is586

through uniform allocation since the equity value is zero for all reliability values in this587

case. Practically however, uniform allocation is difficult to implement since the irriga-588

tion planner needs to devise policy to achieve multiple objectives in water allocation, from589

ensuring water rights and environmental flows to attaining tough economic goals. To meet590

these economic, environmental, and social objectives, policymakers allocate water using591

priority-based allocation in many parts of the world. But the worst-case performance592
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Figure 10. A block-diagram representing an imaginative framework for performance assess-

ment of large-scale irrigation systems.

of the priority-based allocation is low compared to the hybrid allocation. As shown in593

Fig. 6, the upper bound of equity for priority-based allocation is represented by the c =594

0 line. As the policymaker adjusts the value of c the worst-case performance of the hy-595

brid allocation improves compared to the priority-based allocation. Thus, using hybrid596

allocation, policymakers may tune the parameter c to meet the different economic, en-597

vironmental, and social objectives while simultaneously performing well in terms of eq-598

uity. In the past, researchers have conducted case studies and developed allocation mech-599

anisms to improve performance by using hybrid allocation mechanism approach, i.e., by600

adjusting the minimum adequacy level c. For example Hipel et al. (2013) and Wang et601

al. (2003) presented an allocation mechanism which in first step allocate water entitle-602

ments and in second step reallocate and distribute water for social welfare maximiza-603

tion. In the context of our framework, the allocation mechanism presented by Hipel et604

al. (2013) and Wang et al. (2003) adjust minimum adequacy level c to improve fairness605

among farmers.606

Fig. 1 shows the equity. vs reliability space when water is allocated using any wa-607

ter allocation mechanism. Policymakers may seek to improve the performance of their608

allocation mechanism when the operating point is not close to the perfect equity vs. re-609

liability point. Priority-based allocation can not guarantee any desired equity because610

the irrigation planner has to prioritize some users over others. This is also true for uni-611

form allocation because irrigation planner is already allocating water equitably and there612

is no degree of freedom to move the operating point in the equity-reliability space. There-613

fore, priority-based and uniform allocation do not give freedom to improve performance614

by simply tuning some parameter during the allocation process. However, in hybrid al-615

location, the irrigation planners may control the minimum adequacy level c. As we can616

see in Fig. 6, as the value of c increases, the worst-case performance improves. Hence,617

policymakers can tune the parameter c to improve performance if their operating point618

is not close to the perfect equity-reliability point.619
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It is important to note that while we have taken equity as a representative met-620

ric for fairness or justice among users, there also exist multiple other notions of fairness621

(Francez, 2012). For example, Benthamite Utilitarianism theory of fairness maximizes622

the overall welfare of all users (Mulgan, 2014; Viner, 1949), and Rawlsian theory of fair-623

ness suggests providing maximum benefit to the neglected part of the society(Kittay, 2018;624

Sen, 1976). In this particular study, we have used the Egalitarian principle of fairness,625

which states that all users are equal (Cohen, 2021; Woodburn, 1982). Nonetheless, one626

can view this work as a blueprint for other fairness notions as well.627

Even with the above understanding of there not being any universal definition of628

fairness, we also wish to highlight that the coefficient of variation is only one measure629

of equity among multiple others that exist. Indeed many researchers in the irrigation sec-630

tor assert that the coefficient of variation can be used as a primary summary statistic631

to measure equity (Siddiqi et al., 2018; D. J. Molden & Gates, 1990). In many other stud-632

ies however, researchers employ the Gini coefficient to measure equity (Anwar & Ul Haq,633

2013), and this coefficient is also widely applied in the irrigation system of Pakistan (Shah634

et al., 2016) and the distribution of other economic resources (Bell et al., 2016). For many635

practical cases, the coefficient of variation and Gini coefficient are positively correlated,636

implying that the general conclusions of our analysis should remain the same for either637

indicator. However it has been observed that for quantities that are relatively precise638

(such as the adequacy of irrigation water) the coefficient of variation is more sensitive639

to individuals in the right tail of the frequency distribution (also called outliers). There-640

fore, the coefficient of variation may often be recommended over the Gini coefficient if641

a measure of relative precision is selected to assess inequality (Bendel et al., 1989).642

To know performance of an irrigation system over time, we need equity-reliability643

as a phase space over which trajectories are analyzed. Although we have not looked at644

irrigation systems that evolve over seasons, the framework is perfect to look at how a645

system would evolve over time, whether it has stalled in performance, improving or de-646

teriorating. This type of information can be really useful for practitioners and policy-647

makers.648

Finally, the scope of the proposed framework is not only limited to water alloca-649

tion mechanisms. The framework applies to any resource allocation problem. Far exam-650

ple, in COVID-19 pandemic allocation of resource in health care (Silva et al., 2020), re-651

source allocation in cloud computing (Abid et al., 2020), power allocation in communi-652

cation technologies (Jayakumar et al., 2021), and scheduling in smart grids (Nair et al.,653

2018). We have presented this framework as a guideline for equitable allocation of re-654

sources in practice, with the hope that it will stimulate further research to add economic,655

social, and environmental dimensions to the physical distribution of water.656

8 Open Research657

The data on which this article is based are available in Hassan et al. (2021) and658

Hassan et al. (2023).659
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Appendix A660

Lemma Appendix A.1. In priority-based allocation, for N users the interval equity
is given as,

e(k) =
1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)
, (A1)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.661

Proof. In priority-based allocation, when fulfilled population count is i, then, α1(k) =
α2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1, αi+1(k) = b(k), and αi+1(k) = αi+2(k) = .... = αN−1 =
αN = 0. Now, substituting αn(k) values in (4) give us the standard deviation

σ(α(k))=

√
i

N−1

(
1− i+b(k)

N

)2

+
1

N−1

(
b(k)− i+b(k)

N

)2

+
(N−i−1)

N−1

(
(i+b(k))

N

)2

,

and themean

µ(α(k)) =
i+ b(k)

N
.

(A2)

The interval equity value while using mean and standard deviation value from (A2) is
as follows

e(k) =
1

i+ b(k)

√
Ni(N − i) + b(k)2N(N − 1)− 2Nb(k)i

(N − 1)
, (A3)

We know from (7) that b(k) = Nr(k)−i, where the fulfilled population count i is equal
to floor of Nr(k), i.e., i = ⌊Nr(k)⌋. Now substituting b(k) = Nr(k) − i in (A3) gives
us

e(k) =
1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)
. (A4)

Hence, the statement is true when interval reliability is r(k). ■662
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Lemma Appendix A.2. In hybrid allocation, for N users the interval equity e(k) is
given as,

e(k) = ei =
1− c

i+ (N − i)c

√
N.i.(N − i)

N − 1
(A5)

where i represents the number of users with fulfilled demand and c represents the ad-663

equacy level of the population with partially-fulfilled demand.664

Proof. In hybrid allocation, when fulfilled population count is i, and partially fulfilled
population count is N − i, then, α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1, and αi+1(k) =
αi+2(k) = .... = αN−1 = αN = c. Now, substituting αn(k) values in (4) give us the
mean

µ(α(k)) =
i+ (N − i)c

N
,

and the standard deviation

σ(α(k)) =

√
i

N−1

(
1−i+(N−i)c

N

)2

+
(N−i)

N−1

(
c− i+(N−i)c

N

)2

,

=
1− c

N

√
N.i.(N − i)

N − 1
.

(A6)

The interval equity value while using mean and standard deviation value from (A6) is
as follows

e(k) =
1− c

i+ (N − i)c

√
N.i.(N − i)

N − 1
. (A7)

Hence, the statement is true. ■665

Lemma Appendix A.3. In hybrid allocation, for N users the range of interval equity
e(k) is given as, [

0,
1− r(k)

r(k)

√
N.⌊Nr(k)⌋

(N − 1)(N − ⌊Nr(k)⌋)

]
, (A8)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.666

Proof. The best possible value of interval equity e(k) is achieved, when no user demand667

is fulfilled, i.e., i = 0 and all N users’ demand is partially fulfilled. This implies that668

the adequacy level of all user would be equal to c = r(k). Now, substituting i = 0 and669

c = r(k) in (A9) give us the interval equity e(k) = 0. Hence, the lower bound on in-670

terval equity for all values of interval reliability would be zero.671

The worst possible value of interval equity e(k) is achieved, when the population
count with fulfilled demand is i = ⌊Nr(k)⌋ and population count with partially fulfilled
demand is N−⌊Nr(k)⌋. A proof of the statement similar to this one is given in the next
section for arbitrary allocation. This implies that the adequacy level of the population
count with fulfilled demand ⌊Nr(k)⌋ and population count with partially fulfilled demand

N−⌊Nr(k)⌋ is one and c = Nr(k)−⌊Nr(k)⌋
N−⌊Nr(k)⌋ respectively. Now, substituting i = ⌊Nr(k)⌋

and c = Nr(k)−⌊Nr(k)⌋
N−⌊Nr(k)⌋ in (A9) give us the interval equity

e(k) =
1− r(k)

r(k)

√
N.⌊Nr(k)⌋

(N − 1)(N − ⌊Nr(k)⌋)
. (A9)

Hence, the statement is true for N number of users and the interval reliability is r(k).672

■673
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Lemma Appendix A.4. In arbitrary allocation, for N users the interval equity range
is given as [

0,
1

r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+ (Nr(k)− ⌊Nr(k)⌋)2 −Nr(k)2

(N − 1)

]
, (A10)

where the interval reliability is r(k) and ⌊.⌋ is the floor function.674

Proof. The lower bound on interval equity is zero because one of the possible arbitrary675

allocation is when adequacy level of all users is same. The arbitrary allocation with the676

same adequacy level for all users can arise for any interval reliability value r(k). In this677

case, the fulfilled population count i = 0 and adequacy level c = r(k)
N for all the users,678

which always results in zero interval equity. Thus, the lower limit on interval equity is679

zero for complete range of interval reliability.680

To find the upper bound on interval equity, we know from Lemma Appendix A.1681

that interval equity when interval reliability is r(k) and water is allocated using the priority-682

based allocation is given by 1
r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+(Nr(k)−⌊Nr(k)⌋)2−Nr(k)2

(N−1) . In this case, the ad-683

equacy levels of the fulfilled population count i is 1, i.e., α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αi−1 =684

αi = 1, one user’s demand is partially fulfilled, i.e., αi+1 = b(k) and adequacy level685

of the unfulfilled population count N − i − 1 is zero, i.e., αi+2(k) = .... = αN−1 =686

αN = 0. For simplicity, we assume that b(k) = 0, i.e., αi+1 = 0.687

To show that the interval equity of this allocation is always greater than the in-688

terval equity of any arbitrary allocation, we first show that we can transform any arbi-689

trary adequacy distribution of constant interval reliability r(k) from this adequacy dis-690

tribution and then show that this transformation always results in decrease in interval691

equity. To construct any adequacy distribution form this adequacy distribution, we shuf-692

fle adequacy ∆s from user j ∈ {1, 2, 3, ....i} to user m ∈ {i+ 1, i+ 2, ....N}, such that693

αj(k) ≥ αm(k), αj(k) = 1, and 0 ≤ ∆s ≤ αj(k) − αm(k). After ∆s shuffle in ade-694

quacy, the adequacy distribution would be as follows, α1(k) = α2(k) = .... = αj−1(k) =695

1, αj(k) = 1 −∆s, αj+1(k) = αj+2(k) = .... = αi−1 = αi = 1 , αi+1(k) = αi+2(k) =696

.... = αm−1 = 0, αm(k) = ∆s, and αm+1(k) = αm+2(k) = .... = αN = 0. We continue697

shuffling adequacy ∆s from j to m till we get the desired arbitrary adequacy distribu-698

tion.699

Next, if we prove that ∆s shuffle in an arbitrary adequacy distribution constructed
above always result in decrease in interval equity, it can be inferred that the interval eq-
uity would always be less than the interval equity of the adequacy distribution from which
we constructed that arbitrary distribution. To prove that, we assume that the adequacy
of a user n ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...N} is αn(k) . Now replacing αn(k) values in (4) give us the mean,

µ(αn(k)) =

∑N
n=1 αn(k)

N
=

α

N
,

and the standard deviation

σ(αn(k)) =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(
αn(k)−

α

N

)2
.

(A11)

Interval equity value while using mean and standard deviation value from (A11) is as
follows

e(k) =
N

α

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(
αn(k)−

α

N

)2
. (A12)

Now, if we shuffle adequacy ∆s from user j to users m where j,m ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...N}, such
that αj(k) ≥ αm(k) and 0 ≤ ∆s ≤ αj(k) − αm(k). After shuffle in adequacy, replac-
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ing the new values αn(k) in (4) give us the mean

µ(αn(k)) =

∑N
n=1 αn(k) + ∆s−∆s

N
=

α

N
,

and the standard deviation

σ(αn(k)) =

√√√√ 1

N−1

(
N−2∑
n=1

(
αn(k)−

α

N

)2
+
(
αj(k)−∆s− α

N

)2
+
(
αm(k)+∆s−α

N

)2)
.

(A13)

Interval equity value while using mean and standard deviation value from (A13) is as
follows,

e(k) =
N

α

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
n=1

(
αn(k)−

α

N

)2
+

2

N − 1
∆s (∆s− (αj(k)− αm(k))). (A14)

Since, 0 ≤ ∆s ≤ αj(k) − αm(k), therefore the term 2
N−1∆s(∆s − (αj(k) − αm(k)))700

would always be negative. Hence, the interval equity for this new shuffled arbitrary ad-701

equacy distribution would always be less than the interval equity (A14) of the arbitrary702

adequacy distribution without shuffling. Therefore, we can infer that the interval equity703

of the allocation mechanism with any arbitrary adequacy level is less than the interval704

equity 1
r(k)

√
⌊Nr(k)⌋+(Nr(k)−⌊Nr(k)⌋)2−Nr(k)2

(N−1) . Hence, the statement is true.705
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